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Introduction 

Intent of Present Report 

The experiment considered here was developed as the first of a series of three studies intended to 
explore the generalizability of the findings on production level voice-command systems from our 
Phase I CSRC work that was undertaken in a 2010 Lincoln MKS. The primary focus of the 
current set of studies is to consider what may be learned about voice systems by developing 
comparable data across multiple vehicles. The interpretive portion of the report is intentionally 
brief. A more comprehensive analysis and discussion will be developed in further reporting once 
data is available from Phase II studies 2 and 3. 

Background for Current Work 

The initial experiment undertaken in Phase I of this project (Reimer, Mehler, Dobres, & 
Coughlin, 2013) used a sample of 60 participants equally balanced by gender and across two age 
groups (20-29 and 60-69 years) and evaluated self-reported workload, physiological arousal, 
visual attention, and driving performance metrics while the participants engaged in a wide-range 
of voice-command based driver-vehicle interface (DVI) tasks in a commercially available 
production system under actual highway driving conditions. The vehicle used in these studies 
was 2010 Lincoln MKS that was owned by MIT and already instrumented for research work. 
Among other findings, the data collected suggested that voice recognition was relatively robust, 
the cognitive load associated with the voice-command DVI’s assessed was less than anticipated, 
and that use of the voice-based DVI for radio tuning resulted in less visual demand than the more 
traditional visual-manual interface. On the other hand, some “voice-command” interactions, 
particularly full destination address entry into the navigation system, proved to be highly multi-
modal in nature and resulted in significant visual engagement when assessed in terms of total 
off-road glance time. If either the current National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration (NHTSA, 2013) visual-manual distraction guidelines or the Alliance of 
Automotive Manufacturers’ (Driver Focus-Telematics Working Group, 2006) guidelines for 
driver interactions with advanced in-vehicle information and communication systems (criterion 
2.1A) were applied to the task, the DVI under study may not have met either guideline. In this 
regard, it is important to keep in mind that NHTSA’s (2013) statement in the guidelines 
specifically indicated that they “are currently not applicable to the auditory-vocal portions of 
human-machine interfaces of electronic device”, the system tested was put into production prior 
to the release of the NHTSA guidelines, and that the evaluation was done on-road and not in a 
simulator and in the exact form specified by NHTSA. Visual engagement values may vary from 
those obtained following NHTSA’s protocol using a driving simulator. 

A second study (Mehler, Reimer, Dobres, et al. 2014), assessed the extent to which these 
findings replicate, as well as considering whether two differing approaches to introducing drivers 
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to the driver vehicle interface (DVI) impact their pattern of interaction, including driving 
behavior. An analysis sample of 64 participants, equally balanced by gender across the four age 
groupings (18-24, 25-39, 40-54, and 55+) specified in the NHTSA (2013) visual-manual 
guidelines for DVI assessment, was evaluated during manual radio tuning, voice-command 
assisted radio tuning, and voice-command assisted navigation system interaction consisting of 
full destination address entry and route cancelation under actual highway driving conditions. The 
MIT AgeLab auditory presentation / vocal response n-back cognitive demand reference task was 
also presented. No statistically significant main effects of self-guided vs. structured training 
condition were found across the tasks as a whole, although clear advantages were evident in 
tasks requiring memorization of complex command syntax. The basic pattern of results seen in 
the first study (considering self-reported workload, physiological arousal, driving performance 
metrics, and glance behavior) largely replicated. Voice recognition was again found to be fairly 
robust with only 3 out of more than 80 participants unable to participate due to voice recognition 
issues. For the radio tuning reference task, the voice-command method was associated with 
lower workload (self-report, heart rate, skin conductance level (SCL)), lower mean glance 
durations, and a markedly lower percentage of long duration glances than the visual-manual 
interface. Apparent cognitive processing demand / workload as assessed through heart rate and 
SCL for the DVI tasks studied fell below the level of the 1-back cognitive reference task. Some 
voice-command involved tasks, particularly full destination address entry, were associated with a 
high degree of total eyes off-road time (TEORT). Cognitive demands become more apparent 
when drivers had difficulty completing activities. Assessment of the “voice” interface in these 
studies illustrates that in modern DVI’s, attentional draws can be highly multimodal 
(combinations of visual, manual, auditory, vocal, haptic, etc.). Thus, all sources of potential 
demand need to be included in the assessment of voice interfaces. 

Research Focus for Phase II Studies 

The MIT AgeLab was charged under Phase II with evaluating three voice systems consisting of 
one each from an American, European, and Asian manufacturer. Key goals of the project are to: 

• Assess the generalizability of Phase I findings to other vehicles 

• Continue to provide NHTSA with objective, quantifiable information on the workload of 
voice-command systems 

• Suggest possible recommendations / guidelines for implementation of voice controls 

• Consider how workload associated with voice-command DVI’s varies with the level of 
automation (Study 4).  
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Basic Research Objectives & Approach for Phase II Study 1 

The vehicle selected for Study 1 of the Phase II work was a 2014 Chevrolet Impala. A summary 
of the vehicle selection process is provided in Appendix G. Background on protocol 
development is provided in the Phase II, Year 1 Annual Report (Reimer, Mehler, & Coughlin, 
2014). 

The key questions initially proposed for this study can be summarized as follows: 

1. To what extent do the primary findings from the studies using the Phase I vehicle 
generalize to another vehicle with a “one-shot” style voice-command system? 

The Impala system supports entry of a full destination address as a single command 
and content string (“one-shot”) as opposed to segmenting entry into separate steps for 
city, street name, and number as was the case in the Lincoln MKS.  

2. How is visual attention allocated in a voice-command system that presents some of the 
visual support cues for interface in display located in the instrument cluster? 

The Phase I vehicle presented both voice-interface support cues and final output on a 
display screen in the center stack. The Impala system also utilizes a center stack 
display screen, but moves some of the support prompts for the voice-command 
system to a small display in the center of the instrument cluster. In theory, this design 
may support keeping the eyes oriented closer to the forward roadway.  

3. In comparison to previously studied tasks, what do demand profiles look like for: 

• Point-of-interest (POI) destination selection 
• More complex contact phone calling 

As was the case in the Phase I studies, this initial study in Phase II considers a range of voice-
command based tasks along with established visual-manual reference tasks (radio tuning) and 
auditory-vocal calibration reference tasks (multi-level n-backs). In specific, the following tasks 
were studied: 

• Voice-based interface tasks 
› Full address destination entry  
› Point of interest destination entry 
› Cancel Navigation (for each of above) 
› Contact calling (single & multiple phones per contact) 

• Visual-manual tasks (radio tuning) 
› Single press preset selection – Radio Easy 
› Specified station manual radio tuning – Radio Hard 
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• N-back (auditory-vocal-cognitive calibration reference task) 
› 3 demand levels (0, 1, & 2-back) 

Details of each of the tasks and the steps required to complete each task with the MyLink system 
in the 2014 Impala are provided in the Appendix E. 

Methods 

Participants 

The study plan called for obtaining 48 usable participant cases equally balanced by gender and 
across four age groups (20-24, 25-39, 40-54 and 55-69 years). This corresponds to the age 
distribution recommended by NHTSA (2013) for assessment visual-manual driver distraction for 
in-vehicle electronic devices, with the exception of not recruiting 18 & 19 year-olds. Participants 
needed to meet the same criteria that were employed in Phase I - Study 2: 

• A valid driver’s license for more than three years 
• Driving on average three or more times per week 
• Being in self-reported reasonably good health for their age and meeting a set of health 

exclusion criteria (see Appendix F) 
• Clearly understanding and speaking English 
• No police reported accident in the past year 
• Not actively using any medications causing drowsiness 
• Not having been a participant in an AgeLab on-road driving study in the past 6 months 

Apparatus 

Voice-Interface 

The voice-command interface studied was a standard production MyLink system as supplied 
with a 2014 Chevrolet Impala. A specific build date for the software release was not indicated; 
however, the following reference codes were displayed on the Software Information screen: 
Software: 23431666, Gracenote: 22993544, Map: 23152950. 
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Figure 1: Basic layout of the 2014 Chevrolet Impala DVI showing the main components of MyLink 
system interface.  

In Figure 1 above, note the primary infotainment touch/display screen in the center console and a 
small additional display in the instrument cluster between the tachometer and speedometer. A 
push-to-talk button and other support controls are present on the steering wheel. See Figures 2 
through 5 for additional detail of each of these interface components. 

 

 
Figure 2: Location of the push-to-talk button on 
the steering wheel. 

 
Figure 3: Additional display in support of 
infotainment system located in the center of the 
instrument cluster.
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Figure 4: Center console display during selection of 
a phone number to call from a list of stored contacts. 

 

 
Figure 5: Center console display during final 
selection of a destination address. 

See Appendix E for details of each experimental task. 

Instrumentation 

The vehicle was instrumented with a custom data acquisition system for time synchronized 
recording of data from: 

• vehicle information via the controller area network (CAN) bus,  
• a Garmin 18X Global Positioning system (GPS) unit,  
• a MEDAC System/3™ physiological monitoring unit to provide EKG (for heart rate 

determination) and skin conductance level (SCL) signals,  
• video cameras,  
• a wide area microphone to capture driver speech and audio from the vehicle’s speech 

system.  
 
The five video cameras provided views intended to capture the driver’s face for primary glance 
behavior analysis, the driver’s interactions with the vehicle’s steering wheel and center console, 
the forward roadway (narrow and wide-angle images), and a rear roadway view. Data were 
captured at: 
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• 10 Hz for the CAN bus and GPS,  
• 30 Hz for the face and narrow forward roadway cameras,  
• 15 Hz for the remaining cameras,  
• 250 Hz for the physiological signals to support EKG feature extraction for heart beat 

interval detection.  

Phone connectivity was supported by pairing a Samsung Galaxy S4 smartphone (model SCH-
1545) to the vehicle’s embedded system via the vehicle’s Bluetooth wireless interface. 

Procedure 

As in previous work, participants received training on how to complete each of the tasks in the 
MIT parking lot prior to being asked to consider engaging with them while driving. Training 
procedures were similar to those provided to the “trained” group in Phase I, Study 2 (Mehler, et 
al., 2014). Task evaluation took place under actual highway driving conditions on Interstate 495 
(I-495) outside the greater Boston area. The highway section utilized consists of three travel 
lanes in each direction, is bordered largely by forest, and has a posted speed limit of 65 mph. 

 
Figure 6: Overview of the Experimental Protocol for Experiment 1 

The flexibility for the balancing of task order across the protocol was constrained due to road 
construction on portions of the I-495 segment of the driving course that we have used in the past. 
The ordering of training and task presentation is represented schematically in Figure 6. To keep 
the overall driving conditions as similar as possible to that used in Phase I studies, some 
adjustments were made. The n-back cognitive reference task set was always presented first in the 
protocol and manual radio tuning was always presented as the last task set. The navigation 
address entry, point of interest selection (POI), and the contact phone calling task sets were 
presented in a counterbalanced order across the sample as task sets 2, 3, and 4 with the constraint 
that the phone tasks were never presented as set 4. The intent of this configuration was to support 
randomizing the ordering of the voice-based DVI tasks within the core portion of the drive. 
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In-vehicle training on the n-back task always occurred in the MIT parking lot along with contact 
phone calling and either the navigation address entry task or the POI selection task, depending of 
which was to be presented before the I-495 mid-experimental rest stop. Training on the 
remaining navigation system task (address entry or POI selection) and on the manual radio 
tuning tasks was provided at the I-495 rest stop. 

Questionnaire based assessment of the participants’ experiences with the tasks (workload, etc.) 
were obtained at the rest stop for tasks completed up to that point. Experiences related to the 
remaining tasks were obtained back at MIT in the parked vehicle prior to reentering the research 
building where additional questionnaire based evaluations were obtained and final debriefing 
took place. 

Data Reduction and Analysis 

Single task driving reference periods were calculated for 2 minutes of “just driving” prior to a 
recorded audio message indicating the start of a new task period on the I-495 portion of the drive 
(see Figure 6). There were four such baseline periods per participant. These were just prior to: 
the n-back, destination address entry, contact phone calling, and POI entry task periods (8 
minutes total). Metrics were calculated and the mean values across the baseline periods were 
used as an overall baseline/“just driving” reference. For task periods, values for each dependent 
measure were calculated per trial and mean values across trials were used for analytic purposes. 
All trials with usable data were included regardless of whether errors due to a user or system 
issues occurred. Including trials with errors in the analysis was seen as more representative of the 
actual user experience than only considering error-free trials. (See Reimer et al. 2013 for a 
consideration of the extent to which including trials with and without errors impacted the overall 
pattern of results in the first MKS study.) 

As in the Phase I studies, eye glance measures were quantified following ISO standards (ISO 
15007-1, 2002; ISO 15007-2, 2001) with a glance to a region of interest defined to include the 
transition time to the object / region. In the manual coding of video images, the timing of glance 
is labeled from the first video frame illustrating movement to a “new” location of interest to the 
last video frame prior to movement to a “new” location. Glance data were manually coded based 
on video of the driver following the taxonomy and procedures outlined in Reimer et al. (2013, 
Appendix G). Software that allowed for rapid frame-by-fame review and coding is now available 
as open source (Reimer, Gruevski, & Coughlin, 2014). Each task period of interest was 
independently coded by two evaluators. Discrepancies between the evaluators (the identification 
of conflicting glance targets, missed glances, or glance timings that differed by more than 
200ms) were mediated by a third researcher. (Smith, Chang, Glassco, Foley et al. (2005) is 
recommended for a discussion of the importance of multiple coders.) 

Physiological data were handled in the same manner as the in the Phase I studies. In specific, R-
wave peaks in the EKG signal were identified to calculate inter-beat intervals and calculate 
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instantaneous heart rate using software developed at the MIT AgeLab. Consistent with existing 
standards (Task Force, 1996), automated detection of R-wave peaks were visually reviewed and 
misidentified and irregular intervals manually corrected. Another MIT AgeLab developed data 
processing package removed high-frequency noise in the skin conductance signal as per Reimer 
and Mehler (2011) and substantive identified motion artifacts were manually edited. 

Statistical analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2014) and an alpha level of 0.05 was 
used for statistical significance assessment. Due to the non-normal distribution of the data and/or 
the use of ratio data (percentages) for several dependent measures, in many cases non-parametric 
statistics - the Wilcoxon signed rank test and the Friedman test - were used (similar to the t-test 
and repeated-measures ANOVA, respectively). These tests have been shown to be more robust 
against Type I error in cases where data are non-normal (Conover & Iman, 1981; Friedman, 
1937). 

Results 

Analysis Sample 

A total of 70 participants were enrolled in the study. A breakdown of the development of the 
analysis sample is provided in Figure 7 below. To be included in the analysis sample, 
participants had to have demonstrated the ability to complete each task under controlled 
conditions in the parking lot and have engaged in each task type during the drive. Further, 
driving performance data from the CAN bus and video recordings of sufficient quality to code 
eye glance behavior had to be available. Usable physiological recordings were considered 
desirable but not absolutely required. (In actuality, all cases in the final analysis set had usable 
EKG data for determining heart rate and all but 2 of the cases had usable skin conductance data.) 
In addition, cases were excluded if non-optimal weather conditions (e.g. heavy rain) or heavy 
traffic was encountered. Finally, the research associate in the vehicle was able to withdraw 
participants from the study due to erratic or otherwise unsafe driving behavior. 
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Figure 7: Summary presentation of the development of the analysis sample for the study. 

The analysis sample of 48 was balanced between the two genders and distributed across the four 
NHTSA-recommended age groups (18-24, 25-39, 40-54, and 55+), six participants per group. 
The one variation from the NHTSA age guidelines was that 18 and 19 year olds were not 
recruited. Demographic summary statistics are given in Table 1. Age distributions did not differ 
significantly between genders (t(46) = 0.472, p = 0.639). 

Table 1: Summary statistics by gender. 

 Mean Age SD Minimum Maximum N 
Female 41.8 16.6 22 68 24 
Male 39.6 16.4 21 68 24 

 

Organization of Results 

This report presents data on self-reported workload, task completion time, off-road glance 
metrics (mean single glance duration, percentage of glances greater than 2 seconds, cumulative 
total glance time, number of glances), physiological metrics (heart rate and SCL), and driving 
performance metrics (mean and SD of velocity, steering wheel reversals). In the sections below, 
figures provide graphical summaries of the data and present relevant statistical analysis. An error 
analysis follows. A set of tables in Appendix A provide descriptive statistics (means & standard 
errors) for each of the dependent measures covering baseline driving, address entry, and POI 
entry (Table 6), contact phone calling and radio tuning (Table 7), and the n-back tasks (Table 8). 
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Additional tables provided in Appendix B detail descriptive statistics broken down by trial for 
the address entry, POI selection, and contact phone calling tasks. Appendix C provides 
descriptive statistics for address entry and POI selection selectively collapsed across trials to 
support comparison of data across other studies where the total number of trials differed.  

Self-Reported Workload 

 
Figure 8: Self-reported workload ratings for each task under study, in ascending order. Bars represent 
mean performance while error bars represent the mean-adjusted standard error. Numbers at the top of 
each column represent the number of data points available per task. Darker bars indicate the n-back 
cognitive loading tasks. 

Participants were asked to rate how much workload they experienced while engaged in each task 
while driving on a scale of 0 (low) to 10 (high). Summary statistics are presented graphically in 
Figure 8. Mean and standard error values are detailed in Appendix A. Across the sample, ratings 
for a total of eleven tasks were not given (no more than two missing per participant). As a result, 
Friedman tests across tasks consider ratings from the 42 participants for which all ratings are 
available. 

Workload ratings differed significantly across all tasks (X2(9) = 182.5, p < 0.001). Similarly, the 
three escalating levels of the n-back resulted in significantly different workload ratings (X2(2) = 
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84.6, p < 0.001). Workload ratings also differed significantly across the different interface tasks 
(X2(6) = 109.9, p < 0.001). Note that the three levels of the n-back fall in a range across the 
perceived levels of interface task difficulty, with the 0-back and 2-back bookending the scores, 
and the 1-back falling almost precisely in the middle. 

Task Completion Time 

 
Figure 9: Task completion times for each task under study. Note that completion times for the n-back 
tasks are not included, as these always had a fixed duration of 30 seconds. 

Task completion times varied significantly across task types (X2(6) = 245.7, p < 0.001). While 
many tasks were completed, on average, in less than 30 seconds (manual radio tuning, voice 
contact phone calling, and cancelation of destinations in the navigation and POI systems), 
navigation full address entry and the POI entry tasks required approximately triple that amount 
of time to complete (88.5s and 93.6s, respectively). This differential is similar to what was seen 
in the earlier study in the Lincoln MKS with a sample with a comparable age distribution 
(Mehler, et al., 2014). In the MKS study, the mean task completion time for the manual radio 
(hard) reference task was 28.4s (SD = 17.6) and for the navigation address entry task was 112.9s 
(SD = 31.4). 
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Physiology 

Heart Rate 

 
Figure 10: Percentage change in mean heart rate relative to mean baseline driving for each task under 
study. Labeling as in Figure 8. 

Measures of mean heart rate were normalized as the percentage change from the mean heart rate 
observed during baseline single-task driving periods. (Alternate representation in beats per 
minute is presented in Appendix D.) Changes in heart rate differed significantly across all task 
periods (X2(9) = 158.7, p < 0.001). Changes were also significantly different across the levels of 
the n-back (X2(2) = 42.7, p < 0.001), as well as when considering only the interface-based tasks 
(X2(6) = 18.2, p = 0.006). The n-back tasks produced significantly greater changes in heart rate 
compared to the interface tasks (interface M = 0.19%, n-back M = 6.98%; W = 273, p < 0.001, 
Wilcoxon test of mean interface heart rate vs. mean n-back heart rate).  

The stair-step pattern seen in the different levels of the n-back task, as well as the mean 
percentage change values observed, are highly consistent with values observed in the previous 
on-road study in the Lincoln MKS (Mehler et al., 2014). The mean change in heart rate values in 
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that study for the 0-, 1-, and 2-back were 3.20%, 7.72%, and 10.90% respectively. The 
corresponding values here were 3.39%, 7.11%, and 10.45%.  

While not comparable for all tasks, mean heart rate values across the DVI tasks in the Impala 
appeared to show, on average, lower mean values than were observed in the MKS. The mean 
percentage change from baseline driving in the Impala ranged from -1.00% for the POI cancel 
task to 1.08% for the manual radio hard task. In the MKS, mean percentage change from 
baseline in heart rate ranged from 1.38% for voice-base radio preset tuning (voice radio easy) to 
3.13% for manual radio (hard) tuning. 

Skin Conductance Level 

 
Figure 11: Percentage change in mean skin conductance level relative to mean baseline driving in all 
tasks periods under study. Labeling as in Figure 8. 

Skin conductance measures could not be analyzed for two participants due to high levels of 
motion artifact in the recordings. An analysis of the remaining 46 participants follows. 

As with heart rate, skin conductance level measurements were normalized against measurements 
from the baseline driving reference period. (Alternate representation in physiological units is 
presented in Appendix D.) Changes in skin conductance level did not vary significantly when 
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considering across all task periods together (X2(9) = 10.1, p = 0.343), though there were 
significant differences across the n-back levels (X2(2) = 8.2, p = 0.016), with the 2-back 
producing a greater increase than the 0-back or 1-back, as shown in Figure 11. 

In contrast with what was seen for heart rate, percentage changes from baseline in skin 
conductance for the DVI tasks appear, on average, equivalent or somewhat greater in the Impala 
than what was observed in the MKS. While not directly comparable for all tasks, the mean 
percentage change in skin conductance level from baseline driving in the Impala ranged from 
9.5% for the Nav cancel task to 13.7% for the manual radio hard task and 14.4% for the POI 
entry task. Adjusting address entry into the navigation system in the Impala to consider just the 
first 2 addresses to make a direct comparison to what was done in the MKS (see Appendix C 
Table 12), the adjusted percentage change in the Impala is15.3%. In the MKS, mean percentage 
change from baseline skin conductance ranged from 4.3% for manual radio preset tuning 
(manual radio easy) to 10.4% for manual radio (hard) tuning and 11.0% for Nav Entry. 

Glance Behavior 

Following NHTSA guidelines (2013), glance behavior is quantified in the section that follows 
considering glances off-the-forward-roadway. Descriptive statistics (mean and standard 
deviation) for both off-the-forward-roadway measures and glance-to-device measures are 
provided in the tables in Appendix A. A consideration of total glance-time-to-device is presented 
in Appendix D. Glance coding was carried out as per the description in the section on Data 
Reduction and Analysis. 
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Mean Single Off-Road Glance Duration 

 
Figure 12: Mean single off-road glance duration during each task under study. Points represent individual 
participant performance and bars represent task means. Short line segments indicate the 87.5th percentile 
of performance (42/48 participants), while the large dashed line represents NHTSA’s recommended 
criterion for this metric. For any task, if the short line segment is below the large dashed line, that task 
meets NTHSA’s recommended criteria for a visual-manual interface if it was to be applied to these tasks 
and data the collection methodology employed. 

Mean single glance duration differed significantly across tasks (X2(6) = 144.3, p < 0.001), 
though the actual range of mean glance durations was relatively small, with a mean of 0.61s for 
the POI Cancel task and a mean of 0.88s for the Radio Hard task. All tasks met the NHTSA-
recommended glance duration threshold of 2.0s. 

The relative ordering of address entry and the manual radio hard tuning task are consistent with 
what was seen in the Lincoln MKS, although the mean single glance durations for the two tasks 
were nominally shorter in this vehicle. Mean values in the MKS were 0.82s and 1.03s for address 
entry and manual radio tuning respectively. In this study, the corresponding values were 0.76s 
and 0.88s. Adjusting the Impala data to just consider the same to addresses entered in the MKS 
yields a value of 0.77s for address entry for the Impala (see in Table 12Appendix C).  
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Percentage of Single Off-Road Glances Greater than 2.0s 

 
Figure 13: Percentage of long duration off-road glances (in excess of 2.0s) in all tasks under study. 
Labeling as in Figure 12. 

The percentage of long duration glances differed significantly across tasks (X2(6) = 50.2, p < 
0.001), though once again, the range was fairly small (0.12% during Phone Dialing task, 2.52% 
during Radio Easy task), with many participants having no long duration glances during task 
periods. All tasks under consideration meet the NHTSA-recommended guideline of no more than 
21/24 (87.5th percentile) of the sample show more than 15% of long duration off-road glances, if 
this guideline for visual-manual interfaces was applied to these tasks and data collection 
methodology. 
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Total Eyes Off-Road Time (TEORT) 

 
Figure 14: Cumulative off-road glance time for each task period under study. Labeling as in Figure 12. 

TEORT, the cumulative duration of off-road glances during a task period, differed significantly 
across tasks (X2(6) = 236.6, p < 0.001). While many tasks required less than 10 seconds of off-
road glance time on average, the Navigation Entry and POI Entry required substantially more 
(21.2s and 25.3s, respectively). The Radio Hard, Navigation Entry, and POI Entry tasks would 
not meet the NHTSA recommended criterion of less than 12.0s of off-road glance time if this 
guideline for visual-manual interfaces was applied to these tasks and data collection 
methodology. 

While NHTSA’s guidelines (2013) assess glance behavior in terms of the total time a driver’s 
eyes are directed away from the forward roadway (TEORT), the earlier Alliance (2006) 
guidelines consider the total time during a task that a driver’s eyes are directed to DVI related 
off-road glances and specify a 20 second criterion. This alternate way of looking at total task 
associated glance time is presented in Figure 28 in Appendix D. Note that the “radio hard” task 
falls within the guidelines established by the Alliance. 
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Number of Glances Off-Road 

 
Figure 15: Number of glances off-the-forward-roadway for each task period under study. Labeling as in 
Figure 12. 

The number of glances off-the-forward-roadway during a task period differed significantly 
across tasks (X2(6) = 232.3, p < 0.001). Not surprisingly, the distribution of the number of such 
off-road glances closely mirrored TEORT (see Figure 14), with the total number of glances 
being highest for Navigation Entry and POI entry. 

Glance Metric Monte Carlo Analysis 

While this study examines the performance of a total of 48 participants (6 per age/gender cell), 
NHTSA’s guidelines for the evaluation of visual-manual distraction recommend a balanced 
sample of 24 participants (3 per age/gender cell). It is possible that the larger sample size 
resulted in a pattern of pass/fail criteria that is not representative of what would be found with a 
smaller sample. To investigate this possibility, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed, in which 
3 participants are sampled from every cell of 6, to produce a randomized subsample. Participants 
were sampled with replacement, meaning that a participant could be selected for inclusion in the 
same subsample multiple times, thus broadening the range of possible results. 
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Two thousand randomized subsamples were created, and their pattern of pass/fail criteria 
compared to the full reference sample. Table 2 presents the percentage of subsamples that agree 
with the pass/fail findings in the main reference sample. Subsample agreement was generally 
high, with at least 80% of all samples achieving the same pass/fail result as the main reference 
sample. For most metrics and tasks, agreement was 100%. The most variability is apparent for 
the cumulative off-road glance time metric during the Radio Hard task (which failed to meet 
criterion in the reference sample), as 80.1% of subsamples achieve the same failure result.  

Table 2: Percentage of subsamples with pass/fail criteria in agreement with the main reference sample. 

 Percentage of  
Glances > 2.0s 

Mean Single Off-Road 
Glance Duration 

Cumulative Off-Road 
Glance Time 

Phone Dialing 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Address Entry 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Address Cancel 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
POI Entry 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
POI Cancel 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Radio Easy 89.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Radio Hard 99.50% 100.00% 80.05% 

 

Orienting Behavior 

As described in earlier reporting on our Phase I work, an assessment of participants’ physical 
orientation toward the center stack graphic display was developed during the post-data collection 
review of participant behavior during the first study. This assessment characterizes behavior in 
which a participant appears to engage directly with the in-vehicle display, as if the voice-
command interface were located within it. For example, a participant might begin speaking 
toward the display’s location, lean towards it, change his posture, turn his body, or otherwise 
behave in a manner that suggests he has begun to prioritize interaction with the in-vehicle 
display. In Phase I, Study 1, a single coder reviewed video of drivers during selected tasks and 
rated the level of orienting response displayed during various tasks. The detailed coding guide 
for orienting response behavior is given in the technical report for Study 1 (Reimer et al., 2013). 
In Study 1, these ratings suggested a markedly higher frequency of such orienting behavior in 
older participants (60-69 years) relative to younger participants (20-29 years), particularly in 
older females. 

The results from Study 1 created substantial interest in orienting behavior, and, as in Study 1, a 
single coder manually assessed videos from Study 2 for indications of orienting behavior, 
following the original coding guide. A significant difference in the studies in Phase I had to do 
with the age sampling. Study 1 considered a younger and an older sample (participants in their 
20’s vs. participants in their 60’s). Study 2 (as is the case for the current Phase II study) 
considered a distribution of participants fully across the age range of 20 to 69 years following the 
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NHTSA age group distribution recommendations. In Phase I, Study 2, if only the youngest (20-
24) and oldest (55+) age groups were considered, a trend suggesting higher orienting to the 
device again appeared in the older vs. younger participants. However, the gender patterning seen 
in Study 1 did not appear to replicate (see Phase I, Study 2 report). It was decided as part of the 
Phase II project to take an additional look at the extent to which drivers show a tendency to 
engage in orienting response style behavior suggested in the earlier study results with other 
voice-involved DVIs. 

Analysis of the present study data employed the same single coder methodology as the previous 
studies in which the coder watched muted video recorded from the camera mounted on the 
vehicle dashboard, facing the driver. This camera recorded the participant’s face and upper torso, 
providing a clear view of their posture and head orientation. Participant’s behaviors were coded 
according to the guide below. It should be noted that the analysis does not explicitly distinguish 
glances for visual confirmation from glances associated with orienting response (OR) behavior, 
and it is recognized that this is a partial confounding factor in the coding. 

Table 3: Coding guide for orienting behavior including color codes used in graphic figures. 

Category Color 
Code 

Description 

Unknown gray Participant did not perform the task or its corresponding data are missing. 

None dark 
green 

Participant exhibits no orienting response (OR) towards the center console 
display. This means there is no head tilting or leaning of the body towards the 
device (center console display). 

Slight light 
green 

Participant exhibits some mild OR towards the device. The participant leans 
his/her head towards the device periodically throughout the task, or briefly leans 
his/her body toward the device. 

Moderate yello
w 

Participant exhibits a fair amount of OR towards the device. This means the 
participant leans his/her head or body towards the device or speaks directly at 
the device for a sustained period of time. 

Prioritizing red Participant exhibits a clear and sustained OR toward the device. This means that 
the participant fully leans his/her head towards the device or repositions his/her 
body toward the device. The participant may also appear to be speaking directly 
at the device while also glancing for prolonged periods of time at the screen. 

 

Note that the visible Impala interface was distributed across the press to speak button on the 
steering wheel, the center console display, and the small display in the center of the instrument 
cluster. Orienting behavior in this analysis considered just the center console display as was the 
case in the Lincoln MKS in the initial studies. The addition of the small display in the instrument 
cluster for presenting some of the interface information was anticipated to reduce the likelihood 
that participants might orient toward the center console during voice-command based tasks. 
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Figure 16: Orienting responses, divided across age groups and genders, as assessed by a single coder. 
This graphic visualizes each participant’s greatest degree of orienting within a given task type. 

As anticipated, orienting behavior toward the center console display screen was much less 
apparent in the Impala. None of the most overt level of OR (prioritizing/red) appeared in the 
Impala and only limited examples of the next level (moderate / yellow). The Navigation Entry 
tasks provide a direct comparison between the 2010 Lincoln MKS and the 2014 Impala. The 
relative proportions of each level of OR in the two cases were for the Lincoln MKS and the 
Impala respectively: Prioritizing 5% | 0%, Moderate 22% | 4%, Slight 53% | 23%, and None 20% 
| 73%. There were no apparent effects of either age or gender on the orienting response (age 
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group: F(3, 40) = 1.75, p = .171; gender: F(1, 40) = 2.78, p = .103; interaction: F(3, 40) = 0.34, p 
= .799).  

Driving Performance 

Mean Velocity 

  
Figure 17: Mean vehicle velocity during all task periods under study. Labeling as in Figure 8. 

Mean vehicle velocity differed significantly across task periods (X2(9) = 17.1, p = 0.047), though 
given the borderline nature of the effect and the number of tests under consideration, this result 
should be interpreted cautiously. Mean velocity did not differ significantly when n-back tasks are 
considered separately (X2(2) = 4.7, p = 0.097), nor when interface tasks are considered 
separately (X2(6) = 8.8, p = 0.184). Mean velocity was its highest during baseline driving periods 
and at its lowest during the 1-back task (109.1km/hr and 102.5km/hr, respectively; alternately 
67.8mi/hr and 63.7mi/hr), though n-back periods and interface periods were not significantly 
different in a direct comparison (W = 1254, p = 0.459).  

Once again, given the marginal main effect, the pattern observed here should be interpreted 
cautiously. In our studies to date, vehicle slowing during secondary tasks was most evident in the 
older (60-69 year) sample in Phase I, Study 1 in the MKS (Reimer et al., 2013) and was less 
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pronounced in the NHTSA style age sample in Phase I, Study 2 in the MKS (Mehler et al., 
2014). In both of the MKS studies, manual radio tuning (hard) was associated with the most 
pronounced slowing and, on average, little or no slowing was observed during the n-back tasks. 
As discussed earlier, due to constraints on the driving route used in previous studies due to road 
construction during the period during which the present study was conducted, the n-back task 
was always presented as the first secondary task – not randomly distributed or otherwise 
presented in a more balanced ordering across the sample. It is possible that more slowing was 
seen with the n-back in this sample since it was the first of the secondary tasks participants 
attempted while driving, or this may reflect features of traffic flow specific to this fixed location.  

Variability in Velocity 

 
Figure 18: Standard deviation in velocity in all task periods under study. Labeling as in Figure 8. 

As detailed in Figure 18 above and in Table 6 through Table 8 in Appendix A, on average, the 
various measures of variability in longitudinal velocity (standard deviation of velocity, velocity 
range, etc.) decreased during each of the secondary tasks relative to baseline (single task) 
driving. This was also observed in the MKS (Mehler et al., 2014). Keeping in mind that there are 
some limitations in direct comparison of standard deviation values across tasks with significantly 
different time durations, the smallest drops in the Impala were for the relatively longer tasks – 
destination address entry in the navigation system and POI selection. The same pattern for 
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address entry into the navigation system was seen in the MKS. For the Impala, an overall 
significant main effect across all tasks (X2(9) = 216.5, p < 0.001) appeared and a significant 
effect across the interface tasks (X2(6) = 199.2, p < 0.001). There was no main effect across the 
n-back tasks (X2(2) = 2.5, p <= 0.281). 

Steering Wheel Reversals 

Steering wheel reversals were considered as a control metric and classified as proposed in the 
final report of the European Union AIDE project (deliverable D2.2.5, section 7.12) (Östlund et 
al., 2005). (See also SAE (2015) standard document J2994 for additional discussion of this 
metric.) As previously specified, CAN bus data sampling was at 10Hz. Major steering wheel 
reversals captures the number of steering wheel inputs exceeding an angular reversal gap of 3° 
(0.6 Hz filter cut point). For minor steering wheel reversals, an angular reversal gap of 0.1° was 
used (2.0 Hz filter cut point). The rate of steering wheel reversals per minute was obtained by 
dividing the raw reversal count by the task trial duration. 

Major Steering Wheel Reversals 

 
Figure 19: Major steering wheel reversal rates in all task periods under study. Labeling as in Figure 8. 
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Major steering wheel reversals differed significantly across all tasks (X2(9) = 65.4, p < 0.001), an 
effect likely driven by differences between interface tasks (X2(6) = 44.2, p < 0.001) rather than 
n-back tasks (X2(2) = 0.7, p = 0.701). Major steering wheel reversal rates were lowest during the 
0-back task (3.05 events/min) and highest during the manual radio (hard) tuning reference task 
(6.0 events/min). The finding that major steering wheel reversal rates were, on average, highest 
for the manual radio tuning reference task is in line with what was observed in the MKS. It can 
also be noted that the next highest values were for address entry for the navigation system and 
POI selection. While these tasks were initiated through the voice-command interface, completion 
of these tasks in the Impala required several touch screen interactions.  

It is interesting to note that voice-based phone contact calling in the Impala was associated with a 
major steering wheel reversal rate nominally lower than baseline driving and very comparable to 
that of the n-back tasks. Other than requiring the initial pressing of the push-to-talk button on the 
steering wheel, the “one-shot” contact phone calling in the Impala MyLink interface was perhaps 
the closest to a “pure” auditory-vocal interaction of the primary voice-interface tasks. 

Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 

 
Figure 20: Minor steering wheel reversal rates in all task periods under study. Labeling as in Figure 8. 
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Minor steering wheel reversal rates differed significantly across all tasks (X2(9) = 53.5, p < 
0.001) and showed similar significant statistical effects considering just the interface tasks (X2(6) 
= 53.0, p < 0.001). A significant main effect did not appear across the n-back tasks (X2(2) = 3.6, 
p = 0.163). Minor steering wheel reversal rates were lowest for baseline driving, as was the case 
in the MKS. Though likely a chance finding since the differences are not statistically significant, 
it can be observed that the ordering of the n-back tasks of 0-, 2-, and 1-back is the same as that 
observed in the MKS. 

Task Performance / Error Analysis 

The first part of this analysis considers for each individual task trial whether a trial was error free 
or if a system or user-based error occurred. An example of a user error is a participant giving an 
incorrect command during a voice-entry task, resulting in the task moving forward incorrectly or 
not moving forward at all. A representative system error is the system misinterpreting a voice 
command that was in the correct form and understandable by human observers. Two evaluators 
independently coded each trial for errors (the research associate observing the participant during 
the drive and a second staff member who reviewed video and audio recordings of the 
interaction). A third member of the research staff mediated any discrepancies. For purposes of 
the binary classification of whether a user or system error occurred during a trial, the 
categorization followed was made that if a user error and system error occurred in the same trial, 
to code the trial as a user error regardless of the number of each type of error in the trial. 
Consequently, the rate of system errors may be somewhat underrepresented in this analysis. 
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Figure 21: Error rates for each task across all trials and participants (i.e. percentage of trials in which 
either a user or system error, or both, occurred). 

As shown in Figure 21, error rates during task performance were below 7% for all tasks except 
for the Navigation Entry and POI Entry tasks, during which 24.0% and 31.8% of trials 
experienced at least one error, respectively. Keeping in mind the precedence given to coding user 
errors, trials in which issues occurred only due to system errors (such as a recognition error) 
were less frequent than trials in which only user errors occurred. 

The next analysis is a more fine grained characterization of the extent to which participants 
experienced difficulty completing a task. Individual trials were classified as: 1) completed 
without error or backtracking, 2) completed with backtracking, 3) completed with one instance 
of the research associate providing a prompt to assist the participant, 4) completed with more 
than one prompt by the research associate, or 5) failure to complete the task. An example of 
“backtracking” is the situation where the system did not recognize or misinterpreted a street 
name, but the dialog allowed another opportunity for entry by asking for confirmation or 
indicating that it did not understand. In other words, a backtracking classification indicates that 
the system successfully supported error recovery (arising from either user error or system 
recognition error) and did not require the participant to begin the entire task again from the start. 
Backtracking could also occur when a participant recognized that they made an error (such as 
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giving a wrong street name) and used an option provided by the system to correct the error. If the 
research associate judged that a participant was not progressing through a task on their own, one 
or more limited prompts was provided. The intent was to provide participants, as needed, with 
further assistance in learning how to use the system so that they might gain additional familiarity 
and potentially be more successful on subsequent trials. If a participant restarted a task more than 
twice or otherwise failed to progress in the interaction despite assistance, then they were guided 
through terminating the trial and moved-on. Failure to progress could be due to either user or 
system errors. Trials that failed to progress or were terminated due to either user or system errors 
were categorized as a failure. 

 
Figure 22: Graphical counts of error level for each trial of the contact phone calling task. Note that each 
column fully represents the 48 participants under consideration. 
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Figure 23: Graphical counts of error level for each trial of the address entry task. Note that each column 
fully represents the 48 participants under consideration. 

 
Figure 24: Graphical counts of error level for each trial of the POI entry task. 

Figure 22 (previous page) highlights that overall error levels were very low for the contact phone 
calling tasks in the Impala. Figure 23 and Figure 24 display errors made for all participants 
across individual trials of the Navigation Entry and POI Entry tasks, respectively. While a formal 
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statistical analysis of this data is difficult, a clear trend is observed, in that error rates generally 
decrease as trials progress. The effect is especially linear in the case of Navigation Entry. 

Table 4 and Table 5 provide a numerical breakdown of error rates by level of assistance required 
and source of error. The “N/A” column indicates navigation system cancel trials that did not 
occur because a participant failed in the immediately preceding activity to enter a destination 
address or select a POI – hence, trials in which there was no navigation destination to cancel. 

Table 4: Number of tasks/participants requiring a given level of assistance to complete a task. 

 N/A Failure > 1 RA 
Assist 

1 RA 
Assist 

Back-
tracking 

Error-Free TOTAL 
Trials 

Phone Easy 0 1 0 2 1 92 (95.8%) 96 
Phone Hard 0 1 0 1 3 91 (94.8%) 96 
Nav Entry 0 6 12 21 7 146 (76.0%) 192 
Nav Cancel 4 0 3 5 4 176 (91.7%) 192 
POI Entry 0 6 15 26 14 131 (68.2%) 192 
POI Cancel 5 0 1 6 4 176 (91.7%) 192 
Radio Easy 0 0 2 0 0 94 (97.9%) 96 
Radio Hard 0 4 0 1 0 91 (94.8%) 96 
TOTAL 9 18 33 62 33 997 (86.5%) 1152 

 

Table 5: Task performance by trial tabulated by error type. 

 Error Free 
System 

Error 
User 

Error N/A 
TOTAL 

Trials 
Phone Easy 92 (95.8%) 0 4 0 96 
Phone Hard 91 (94.8%) 1 4 0 96 
Nav Entry 146 (76.0%) 10 36 0 192 
Nav Cancel 176 (91.7%) 4 8 4 192 
POI Entry 131 (68.2%) 17 44 0 192 
POI Cancel 176 (91.7%) 5 6 5 192 
Radio Easy 94 (97.9%) 0 2 0 96 
Radio Hard 91 (94.8%) 0 5 0 96 
TOTAL 997 (86.5%) 37 109 9 1152 
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Figure 25: “Worse case” experience by task type at the individual participant level. 

The trends that are visually apparent across the four on-road trials of the address entry (Figure 
23) and POI entry (Figure 24) tasks clearly suggest that ease of use and success at completing 
these tasks can improve with supportive exposure to the interface. That context should be kept in 
mind in reviewing Figure 25 above. Across the 48 participants, color bars in Figure 25 indicate 
the highest level of difficulty experienced per participant during each task type. For example, the 
plot for radio easy indicates that 46 participants completed all trials error-free and 2 participants 
required 1 RA assist for at least one trial of interaction with the preset tuning of the radio 
interface (radio easy). Comparing Figure 22 which shows the individual contact phone calling 
trials with the plot above, it can be observed that 9 out of the 48 participants experienced some 
level of difficulty across the 4 trials; however, this appeared as only an instance of one trial with 
difficulty of some degree per each of the 9 and there were no errors or backtracking for any 
participant by the 4th trial. The likelihood of experiencing some level of difficulty working with 
the interface while on-road is clearly much higher, during this relatively brief exposure, for the 
address entry and the POI entry tasks.  

Discussion 

Our Phase I studies in the Lincoln MKS considered manual radio tuning (easy & hard), voice 
radio tuning (easy & hard), voice-based full address entry into the navigation system, and the n-
back auditory-vocal reference task. The first study in the MKS also considered a voice-based 
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song selection task. The primary comparison here is to the second MKS study since the NHTSA 
age distribution was used there and in the present study, whereas the first MKS study considered 
a younger (20-29) and relatively older (60-69) sample. The present study in the Impala again 
considered voice-based full address entry into the navigation system and the n-back auditory-
vocal reference task. Voice-based contact phone calling and voice-based POI selection were 
added as tasks in this study in the Impala. Manual radio tuning was again included, but primarily 
as a reference task. 

In addition to the Phase I studies conducted in the MKS, we have available data subsequently 
collected on voice-command interfaces using the Sensus system in a 2013 Volvo XC60 and the 
MyLink implementation in a 2013 Chevrolet Equinox (Mehler et al., 2015; Reimer et al., 2015). 
This data was collected as part of a project conducted by the MIT AgeLab and the Insurance 
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS). That research built significantly on the methods and 
experience developed in our CSRC Phase I work. The navigation destination entry task 
developed in the MKS was undertaken in the Volvo and Equinox, as were the manual radio 
tuning tasks. The contact phone calling task studied in the Impala in the present Phase II study 
was initially developed in the work with IIHS. We believe that this represents a substantive 
example of the CSRC goal of developing research and insight that can be built upon in a 
collaborative fashion across the safety research community. Once the data has been collected and 
reduced in the next two Phase II studies, we will be able to compare in-depth various aspects of 
driver interaction with production level voice-systems across five vehicle implementations. 

The Sensus voice system in the 2013 Volvo XC60 shared a number of overt design 
characteristics with the 2010 Lincoln MKS, where tasks were largely approached in a multi-step, 
layered menu like approach. This was particularly evident in a task such as destination address 
entry where both the Volvo and MKS systems requested address entry information in discrete 
chunks (e.g. city, street name, number – “Cambridge”, “Massachusetts Avenue”, “171”). In 
contrast, the Chevrolet MyLink system implementations in the 2013 Equinox and the 2014 
Impala both utilized what can be characterized as a “one-shot” approach where the system 
attempts to gather all of the essential information from the user in a single string of verbal input 
(e.g. “177 Massachusetts Avenue Cambridge”). The system then attempts to parse the string into 
constituent parts to identify the end goal. (See Appendix E for additional detail.) While the 
MyLink implementations in the 2013 Equinox and 2014 Impala shared a number of overt 
similarities, differences were also apparent, some of which will be considered briefly in the 
present report and others that will be explored in more detail in our later cross-vehicle analyses.  

POI & Address Entry Tasks 

Relative to the other interactions considered, the voice-based POI task, as implemented in the 
Impala, shows a similar, but nominally higher, workload profile as voice-based destination 
address entry. POI values were, on average, greater for self-reported workload (M = 4.1 vs. 3.9), 
total task completion time (M = 94 vs. 88 seconds), and TEORT (M = 25.3 vs. 21.2 seconds) for 
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POI vs. address entry, respectively. Mean single glance duration and the percentage of glances 
longer than 2 seconds were also nominally higher for POI interactions than during destination 
address entry, although not markedly different. It should be noted that the target POI location 
during a correctly executed search was present on the first display screen for the first two trials 
and on the second page down (or alternately a short downward scroll) for the third and fourth 
trials. Searches for POIs located deeper in the menu structure would involve additional 
attentional demand. 

These results support the value of having added the POI task to the current assessment, as it is a 
relatively high demand task compared to other DVI interactions such as contact phone calling. It 
will be of particular interest to see what values are obtained in the other vehicle implementations 
and, if differences are evident, to consider the overt design features and participants’ interactions 
with them to explore what might be learned from each.  

Compared to the findings in Phase I, self-reported workload for destination address entry was 
rated nominally higher in the Impala (M = 3.9) than in the MKS (M = 3.5). In this context, it can 
be observed that the task was distributed over a longer time period in the MKS (M = 113 seconds 
vs. 88 in the Impala), which would be expected given the step-wise entry approach in the MKS 
that separately took input for the city, street name, and number vs. the one-shot entry approach 
employed in the Impala. As with total task time, TEORT was greater in the MKS (30.3 seconds) 
than in the Impala (21.2 seconds). A similar differential was observed in the one-shot style 
Equinox MyLink implementation vs. the Volvo Sensus system that used a step-wise input 
approach. The Equinox one-shot system had a nominally higher mean self-reported workload 
rating of 3.6 and the Volvo Sensus system a mean rating of 2.5, although this difference did not 
reach the criterion for statistical significance.  

Objective data and observations of driver interactions with the systems assessed to date suggest 
trade-offs in the one-shot vs. multi-step voice-command designs for a relatively complex input 
string such as a full destination address. The multi-step entry designs employed in the MKS and 
Volvo systems studied took significantly longer to enter the desired information and involved 
greater TEORT due to the greater number of independent interactions than the one-shot entry 
method employed in the Equinox and Impala MyLink implementations. On the other hand, the 
relative difficulty of learning how to interact with the system appeared to be lower in the multi-
step designs and the relative number of system recognition errors was also lower. Drivers needed 
to learn a particular style of speaking information into the one-shot systems that was not 
intuitively obvious to a number of participants. In specific, the one-shot designs appeared to 
work best when a complete address was spoken relatively quickly and as a continuous string. If 
drivers attempted to “help” the system by speaking slowing and distinctly, pausing between 
components of the address such as the street name and city name, system errors recognizing and 
correctly parsing the information were more likely to occur than with a rapidly spoken input.  
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Compared to a manual radio tuning reference task (radio hard), self-reported workload was 
higher for the destination address entry and POI entry tasks. Similarly, task completion time and 
TEORT were higher for these relatively complex search and selection tasks. The number of 
system-based and user-based errors were relatively high for these tasks. Consequently, it is quite 
reasonable to look very carefully at the overall demand aspects of these tasks on driver attention. 
At the same time, mean single off-road glance duration and percentage of off-road glances 
greater than 2 seconds were, on average, comparable or nominally lower for these tasks than for 
the manual radio tuning hard task. 

Phone Contact Calling 

The objective data on voice-based phone contact calling in the Impala, combined with the data 
collected in the Equinox and Volvo, shows a different pattern in terms of the relative advantage 
of multi-step vs. the one-shot input approach in what appears to be a technically less challenging 
verbal input task. During the compound phone contact “hard” calling task (trials 3 & 4), in which 
a contact having multiple phones is specified (“Call Pat Griffin on mobile.” and “Call Frank 
Scott at work.”), 43 out of 48 participants completed trial 3 without error or backtracking and 3 
of the remaining 48 were able to complete the trial with backtracking but without outside 
support; during trial 4, all participants in the analysis sample completed the task successfully on 
their own. In other words, the one shot approach was highly successful for this task. Mean task 
completion time across trials 3 & 4 was 26.0 seconds in the Impala and 22.7 seconds in the 
Equinox, compared to 41.9 seconds in the multi-step Volvo interface. The longer completion 
time in the multi-step system was not counterbalanced by any marked advantage in terms of 
reduced errors in the Volvo system and self-reported workload ratings were nominally higher 
than those reported for the Equinox and Impala. Mean TEORT in the Volvo for trials 3 & 4 was 
10.7 seconds vs. 3.2 and 4.5 seconds respectively in the Equinox and Impala. 

Considering self-reported workload and other factors such as error rates and types of difficulties 
encountered while attempting to complete a task, using the voice-interface implementation in the 
Impala took less effort and resulted in comparable or better success per attempt than the manual 
radio tuning reference task in this vehicle. Further, contact phone calling under the on-road 
conditions of this study easily met the three visual distraction criteria specified by NHTSA 
(2013) if they were applied to this interaction. 

Additional Observations 

The selection of the 2014 Impala for this study allowed us to make some unanticipated 
observations of the impact of seemingly subtle variations in system implementation. While both 
the 2013 Equinox and 2014 Impala contained MyLink systems, their performance differed in 
some meaning ways. One of the most overt was in terms of the average delay time between when 
a user finished issuing a voice command / verbal input string and the system response. The time 
delay was significantly longer in the Impala than what was experienced in the Equinox, XC60, 
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and MKS. An assessment was carried out looking at delay times across the four vehicles and a 
smartphone voice interface; this assessment has been developed as a separate paper 
(McWilliams, Reimer, Mehler, Dobres, & McAnulty, 2015). Mean delay times assessed in the 
Impala averaged around 8 seconds and, in some instances, exceeded 15 seconds. Mean delay 
times clustered much more tightly in the 2013 Equinox implementation of MyLink and, in it and 
the other two vehicle systems, the mean delay period was close to or below 2.5 seconds. 
Performance for the smartphone was intermediate between the other three vehicles and the 
Impala. Collapsing data across systems, drivers showed an initial increase in heart rate, skin 
conductance level, and off-road glance time while waiting for a system to respond; a gradual 
decrease followed as delays continued. We suggested that the observed attentional and arousal 
changes are likely due to an increase in anticipation of a response after completion of a speech 
command, followed by a general disengagement of attention to the interface interaction as delay 
times increase. Safety concerns associated with extended delay times were highlighted and 
suggestion of an optimal range for system response times discussed in the paper. 

One of the features of particular interest in selecting the 2014 Impala for study was the presence 
of a display screen in the center of the instrument cluster in addition to the primary infotainment 
display in the center stack. Moving some of the visual support information employed with the 
voice-involved interface might conceptually support keeping the eyes oriented closer to the 
forward roadway when prompts or selections are presented in this location instead of on the 
center stack. Since the 2013 Equinox also used a MyLink interface with the same verbal dialog 
structure for initially speaking the input information, but only a center stack display, we expected 
that visual demand might be lower in the 2014 Impala. However, for the contact phone calling 
task, mean TEORT in the Impala was 4.96 seconds vs. 3.33 in the Equinox – not in the expected 
direction. Similarly, for entry across the same destination address (trials 1 through 3) in the two 
vehicles, mean TEORT in the Impala was 22.82 seconds vs. 14.28 in the Equinox. One factor 
contributing to the longer TEORT time is likely the longer response delay in the Impala 
described above. Many participants tended to look at the support display after speaking the input 
information to see if the correct entry was shown. The slower response turn in the Impala likely 
tended to hold such glances longer as the participant waited for the display to occur. The other 
implementation difference in the Impala was that during destination address entry, after the 
system spoke the address and asked for a verbal confirmation that it was correct, the system 
displayed the address on the center console display and told the user to complete the selection 
from the “radio display” which involved touching the address on the touch screen and then 
touching the “GO” button on the touch screen. These additional visual-manual engagement steps 
appreciably extended what was a more modest visual-manual engagement in the Equinox 
implementation. These implementation differences effectively precluded assessing any relative 
visual demand reduction that the instrument cluster display might otherwise have provided. 

While overall TEORT glance time was not reduced to the extent that was anticipated in the 
Impala, the orienting behavior analysis does clearly indicate that the Impala DVI resulted in 
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minimal orienting to the center stack / primary display region during verbalization and listening 
aspects of the drivers’ interaction with the system. Only minimal orienting behavior to the center 
stack region was observed and was likely limited to periods when direct visual-manual 
interaction with the primary display screen component of the interface was functionally required. 
The extent to which unnecessary orienting toward the centrally located secondary display in the 
instrument cluster was not directly assessed, as glances to this area to gather information from 
the instrument displays (i.e. speedometer) could not be distinguished from orienting to the 
secondary display in the same region. 

The orienting behavior analysis in the present study tends to align with Phase I, Study 2 in the 
MKS as regards the significance of age and gender. When considered in a 4 age group by 2 
gender design, no statistically significant age or gender effects appear. Although, if one were to 
collapse the 4 age groups into a “younger” (20-39) and “older” (40-69) range, then 5 out of 24 of 
the younger participants showed some minimal or moderate orienting toward the center stack 
during one or more of the auditory-vocal interactions vs. 14 out of 24 for the older participants. 
We will revisit this topic in considering the remaining two vehicles in the Phase II project. 

As a methodological observation, the Monte Carlo analysis of the glance behavior considered the 
24 subject sample size recommended in the NHTSA (2013) guidelines. Generally speaking, 
these simulations suggest that a sample of 24 drivers are highly likely to achieve results similar 
to those seen in the complete sample of 48 , with the possible exceptions of cumulative off-road 
glance time during the Radio Hard task and percentage of long-duration glances during the Radio 
Easy task (see Table 2). 

Limitations 

As has already mentioned, constraints on the driving route used in previous studies due to road 
construction resulted in the n-back task always being presented as the first secondary task – not 
randomly distributed or otherwise presented in a more balanced ordering across the sample as 
was the case in the studies in the Lincoln MKS. This may have limited to some extent the way in 
which some n-back associated data is interpreted in this sample. For example, the relatively 
lower mean speed during the n-back period in this sample might be due to it being the first of the 
secondary tasks participants attempted while driving, or it may reflect features of traffic flow 
specific to the fixed location. On the other hand, the percentage change in physiological arousal 
relative to baseline as measured by heart rate was very similar in this sample and the Lincoln 
MKS sample. Nonetheless, this is a point to be kept in mind in comparing data from these two 
samples. As regards work going forward, we have been able to adjust the protocol for Phase II 
Experiments 2 and 3 so that the n-back ordering is again randomized so that this can be revisited. 

While the range of measures of demand and apparent workload collected in the present work was 
fairly extensive (self-report, task completion time, peripheral physiological arousal in the form of 
heart rate and skin conductance level, multiple glance behavior metrics, driving performance 
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measures, and task performance), the assessment was not exhaustive in terms of necessarily 
capturing all aspects of attentional engagement. For example, while we have demonstrated that 
high working memory demands are associated with elevations in peripheral physiological 
arousal and can use the auditory-vocal n-back as a reference point for meaningfully scaled levels 
of relative cognitive processing demand of this type, these measures do not necessarily capture 
other aspects of cognitive absorption in a task. Thus, the present study did not directly assess the 
extent to which potential low arousal associated “look but did not see” states might have been 
engendered by the voice-based interactions studied. 

Conclusions 

Our initial Phase I work on the assessment of the demands associated with modern production 
level voice-command interfaces highlighted for us and many others in the automotive research, 
safety, and regulatory communities that attentional draws in modern DVI’s can be highly multi-
modal in nature. As we stated in our original reports, depending upon a given design, newer 
DVIs can involve various combinations of demand (visual, manual, auditory, vocal, haptic, 
cognitive, etc.). Including voice-command elements in a DVI does not preclude the need to 
consider possible visual and other demand characteristics that may be present.  

It is also evident from this work that different conclusions about the relative demand associated 
with an interaction modality (e.g. voice vs. manual) are likely to result if any single DVI task or 
demand measure is considered in isolation. Clearly, caution should be exercised in making 
“blanket” statements about how demanding current production voice-command interfaces are; 
although the observation that voice-command based interfaces can be highly multi-modal in 
nature that emerged from the Phase I studies certainly stands in our follow-on work. When 
compared against the primary visual-manual interfaces provided for directly comparable tasks 
(e.g. radio “hard” tuning in the MKS, contact phone calling in the Equinox and Impala), the 
voice-command based interfaces showed distinct advantages across many metrics. It is also 
evident that the overall demand observed in the Impala for voice-based contact phone calling 
appeared substantially less in terms of self-reported workload ratings, task completion time, 
TEORT, and several driving performance metrics than for the other voice-based tasks 
considered. The demands on attention associated with using the production level voice-command 
based interfaces under actual driving conditions for destination address entry and POI entry can 
be quite substantive in a number of respects, and are worthy of continued analysis to further 
identify design features and principles that best support functional attention to the primary 
driving task. This work is ongoing under this Phase II project. 

Next Steps 

Experiment 2 in this series was undertaken in a 2014 Mercedes CLA and Experiment 3 in a 2015 
Toyota Corolla. (The vehicle selection process employed is summarized in Appendix G.) Data 
collection and analysis was completed for these other two vehicles at the time the 2015-6A 
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revision of the current report was completed. Detailed reporting on those results is available in 
technical reports 2015-8 and 2015-14.  
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Appendix A: Descriptive Statistics (Summary Tables) 

Baseline Driving, Destination Address Entry & POI 
 
Table 6: Means (and standard errors) for each Navigation Entry (destination address) and POI task, and 
variable of interest. Cells marked “N/A” indicate no applicable data for that task and variable (for 
example, there are no baseline periods for any of the “percentage change” metrics, as these are 
normalized against the baselines). 

 Baseline Navigation 
Entry 

Navigation 
Cancel 

POI Entry POI Cancel 

Self-Reported Workload N/A 3.89 (0.40) 1.18 (0.27) 4.08 (0.41) 0.89 (0.22) 
Task Completion Time N/A 88.05 (3.12) 25.83 (1.21) 93.58 (3.36) 26.08 (1.62) 
Mean Glance Duration (to Device) N/A 0.79 (0.02) 0.60 (0.02) 0.85 (0.02) 0.56 (0.02) 
Mean Glance Duration (Off-Road) N/A 0.76 (0.02) 0.63 (0.02) 0.81 (0.02) 0.61 (0.02) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (to Device) N/A 1.81 (0.57) 0.37 (0.29) 1.98 (0.59) 0.24 (0.18) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (Off-Road) N/A 1.64 (0.53) 0.64 (0.33) 1.71 (0.51) 0.24 (0.14) 
Total Glance Time (to Device) N/A 17.51 (1.06) 3.10 (0.48) 22.03 (1.49) 2.89 (0.39) 
Total Glance Time (Off-Road) N/A 21.20 (1.13) 4.59 (0.52) 25.27 (1.57) 4.31 (0.45) 
Number of Glances (to Device) N/A 22.56 (1.43) 4.62 (0.67) 25.90 (1.53) 4.35 (0.53) 
Number of Glances (Off-Road) N/A 28.36 (1.66) 7.00 (0.74) 31.12 (1.70) 6.53 (0.64) 
Heart Rate 73.68 (1.73) 73.98 (1.75) 73.26 (1.72) 74.14 (1.74) 72.88 (1.69) 
Change in Heart Rate N/A 0.52 (0.70) -0.50 (0.50) 0.71 (0.58) -1.00 (0.47) 
Skin Conductance Level 13.89 (1.27) 15.34 (1.41) 14.95 (1.32) 15.90 (1.59) 15.65 (1.59) 
Change in SCL N/A 11.29 (2.14) 9.45 (2.12) 14.44 (4.09) 12.54 (3.92) 
Mean Velocity (mph)) 67.80 (0.66) 66.51 (0.60) 65.70 (0.70) 66.69 (0.68) 66.47 (0.68) 
Change in Mean Velocity N/A -1.76 (0.67) -2.90 (1.00) -1.54 (0.68) -1.84 (0.74) 
Velocity Range (mph) 11.67 (0.55) 9.64 (0.30) 5.43 (0.33) 10.08 (0.38) 5.06 (0.34) 
Change in Velocity Range N/A -11.89 (3.80) -50.36 (3.44) -9.21 (3.62) -55.04 (2.83) 
SD of Velocity (mph) 2.91 (0.14) 2.59 (0.10) 1.61 (0.11) 2.67 (0.10) 1.51 (0.10) 
Change in SD of Velocity N/A -6.04 (4.29) -40.88 (4.77) -3.34 (3.90) -46.36 (2.98) 
Major Steering Wheel Reversals 3.92 (0.20) 4.62 (0.19) 4.25 (0.28) 5.08 (0.23) 4.16 (0.31) 
Change in Major SWRs N/A 23.89 (4.84) 15.79 (7.93) 37.96 (7.19) 9.10 (7.34) 
Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 47.51 (1.35) 55.37 (1.69) 51.71 (1.76) 57.08 (1.53) 53.52 (1.48) 
Change in Minor SWRs N/A 17.03 (2.03) 9.21 (2.45) 21.36 (2.37) 14.04 (2.60) 

Units: All change scores represent % change from baseline (single task) driving and were calculated individually by 
subject and the resulting values averaged. Heart rate is in beats per minute, skin conductance level (SCL) is in 
microsiemens, velocity metrics are in mph, and steering wheel reversals (SWRs) are normalized as number per 
minute. 
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Contact Phone Calling & Manual Radio Tasks 
 
Table 7: Means (and standard errors) for phone dialing and radio tasks, and variable of interest. Cells 
marked “N/A” indicate no applicable data for that task and variable (for example, there are no baseline 
periods for any of the “percentage change” metrics, as these are normalized against the baselines). 

 Phone 
Calling 

Radio Easy Radio Hard 

Self-Reported Workload 1.58 (0.23) 1.09 (0.21) 2.35 (0.36) 
Task Completion Time 26.32 (0.95) 5.23 (0.35) 19.14 (0.77) 
Mean Glance Time (to Device) 0.62 (0.02) 0.88 (0.05) 0.89 (0.04) 
Mean Glance Time (Off-Road) 0.63 (0.02) 0.83 (0.04) 0.88 (0.04) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (to Device) 0.04 (0.04) 2.78 (1.32) 2.31 (1.14) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (Off-Road) 0.12 (0.07) 2.52 (1.25) 2.23 (1.12) 
Total Glance Time (to Device) 3.75 (0.37) 1.94 (0.15) 9.39 (0.47) 
Total Glance Time (Off-Road) 4.96 (0.43) 2.07 (0.16) 9.59 (0.47) 
Number of Glances (to Device) 5.86 (0.56) 2.27 (0.16) 10.77 (0.50) 
Number of Glances (Off-Road) 7.70 (0.62) 2.59 (0.19) 11.18 (0.51) 
Heart Rate 74.36 (1.74) 73.19 (1.68) 74.27 (1.66) 
Change in Heart Rate 1.03 (0.61) -0.52 (0.69) 1.08 (0.86) 
Skin Conductance Level 15.38 (1.46) 15.48 (1.66) 15.68 (1.60) 
Change in SCL 11.64 (3.95) 9.70 (3.25) 13.66 (3.72) 
Mean Velocity (mph) 67.35 (0.61) 66.29 (0.74) 66.12 (0.94) 
Change in Mean Velocity -0.52 (0.68) -2.07 (0.97) -2.43 (1.14) 
Velocity Range (mph) 4.84 (0.25) 1.50 (0.12) 4.40 (0.36) 
Change in Velocity Range -56.12 (2.37) -86.27 (1.30) -58.69 (3.80) 
SD of Velocity (mph) 1.46 (0.08) 0.44 (0.04) 1.33 (0.11) 
Change in SD of Velocity -47.37 (2.95) -83.97 (1.47) -50.59 (4.46) 
Major Steering Wheel Reversals 3.57 (0.26) 3.84 (0.81) 6.03 (0.52) 
Change in Major SWRs -5.80 (6.84) 1.00 (23.34) 75.14 (17.69) 
Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 52.33 (1.86) 61.44 (2.81) 65.14 (2.33) 
Change in Minor SWRs 10.64 (2.91) 32.90 (6.75) 37.90 (3.81) 

Units: All change scores represent % change from baseline (single task) driving and were calculated individually by 
subject and the resulting values averaged. Heart rate is in beats per minute, skin conductance level (SCL) is in 
microsiemens, velocity metrics are in mph, and steering wheel reversals (SWRs) are normalized as number per 
minute. 
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Baseline Driving & N-Back Tasks 
 
Table 8: Means (and standard errors) for baseline and each level of the n-back task for each variable of 
interest. Cells marked “N/A” indicate no applicable data for that task and variable (for example, there are 
no baseline periods for any of the “percentage change” metrics, as these are normalized against the 
baselines). 

 Baseline 0-back 1-back 2-back 

Self-Reported Workload N/A 0.70 (0.17) 1.99 (0.29) 4.16 (0.38) 
Heart Rate 73.68 (1.73) 76.14 (1.85) 78.71 (1.83) 81.31 (2.08) 
Change in Heart Rate N/A 3.39 (0.77) 7.11 (1.10) 10.45 (1.31) 
Skin Conductance Level 13.89 (1.27) 14.98 (1.48) 15.37 (1.65) 16.11 (1.73) 
Change in SCL N/A 7.64 (2.50) 9.00 (2.43) 14.43 (3.33) 
Mean Velocity (mph) 67.80 (0.66) 65.05 (1.48) 63.71 (1.46) 65.32 (1.27) 
Change in Mean Velocity N/A -4.08 (2.15) -6.25 (1.97) -3.68 (1.81) 
Velocity Range (mph) 11.67 (0.55) 5.63 (0.58) 6.30 (0.53) 5.61 (0.37) 
Change in Velocity Range N/A -50.47 (4.64) -42.00 (5.29) -49.48 (3.70) 
SD of Velocity 2.91 (0.14) 1.62 (0.18) 1.83 (0.17) 1.57 (0.12) 
Change in SD of Velocity N/A -43.18 (5.52) -33.47 (6.72) -42.91 (4.67) 
Major Steering Wheel Reversals 3.92 (0.20) 3.05 (0.28) 3.60 (0.38) 3.76 (0.43) 
Change in Major SWRs N/A -16.34 (9.01) -2.08 (9.63) 4.59 (12.55) 
Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 47.51 (1.35) 54.10 (2.16) 59.36 (2.75) 56.19 (2.47) 
Change in Minor SWRs N/A 13.79 (3.43) 25.57 (4.80) 17.86 (3.71) 

Units: All change scores represent % change from baseline (single task) driving and were calculated individually by 
subject and the resulting values averaged. Heart rate is in beats per minute, skin conductance level (SCL) is in 
microsiemens, velocity metrics are in mph, and steering wheel reversals (SWRs) are normalized as number per 
minute. 
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Appendix B: Results Breakdown by Trial 

Destination Address Entry by Trial 
 
Table 9: Means (and standard errors) for each trial, in sequence, for the destination address entry task 
(Nav Entry). 

Destination Address (Nav Entry) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 

Task Completion Time 81.10 (5.31) 104.17 (6.25) 91.08 (6.15) 75.86 (5.27) 
Mean Glance Duration (to Device) 0.78 (0.03) 0.82 (0.03) 0.80 (0.02) 0.74 (0.03) 
Mean Glance Duration (Off-Road) 0.75 (0.02) 0.79 (0.03) 0.78 (0.02) 0.73 (0.03) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (to Device) 1.34 (0.49) 2.81 (0.98) 2.33 (0.75) 0.76 (0.35) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (Off-Road) 1.26 (0.46) 2.31 (0.84) 2.05 (0.67) 0.96 (0.43) 
Total Glance Time (to Device) 17.58 (1.79) 21.42 (1.71) 18.75 (1.73) 12.29 (1.06) 
Total Glance Time (Off-Road) 20.20 (1.85) 25.25 (1.85) 23.02 (2.02) 16.34 (1.40) 
Number of Glances (to Device) 17.58 (1.79) 21.42 (1.71) 18.75 (1.73) 12.29 (1.06) 
Number of Glances (Off-Road) 20.20 (1.85) 25.25 (1.85) 23.02 (2.02) 16.34 (1.40) 
Heart Rate 74.68 (1.81) 73.78 (1.76) 73.59 (1.72) 73.84 (1.78) 
Change in Heart Rate 1.45 (0.78) 0.22 (0.67) 0.06 (0.76) 0.35 (0.83) 
Skin Conductance Level 15.35 (1.40) 15.27 (1.45) 15.22 (1.37) 15.52 (1.45) 
Change in SCL 10.74 (2.09) 11.96 (3.86) 10.83 (2.31) 11.62 (2.43) 
Mean Velocity (kph) 107.41 (1.20) 107.81 (1.38) 106.25 (1.00) 106.65 (1.11) 
Change in Mean Velocity -1.47 (0.77) -1.05 (1.10) -2.44 (0.81) -2.09 (0.88) 
Velocity Range 14.31 (0.94) 17.54 (1.53) 15.42 (0.84) 14.80 (0.86) 
Change in Velocity Range -18.09 (6.56) -1.08 (8.70) -12.81 (5.18) -15.59 (5.98) 
SD of Velocity 3.75 (0.28) 4.75 (0.50) 4.09 (0.23) 4.10 (0.28) 
Change in SD of Velocity -15.65 (7.14) 5.00 (10.15) -7.01 (5.67) -6.49 (7.62) 
Major Steering Wheel Reversals 4.79 (0.32) 4.53 (0.27) 4.16 (0.24) 5.02 (0.34) 
Change in Major SWRs 24.25 (6.91) 18.73 (6.45) 15.97 (7.60) 36.60 (9.56) 
Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 57.92 (2.49) 53.24 (1.84) 54.99 (1.83) 55.33 (1.86) 
Change in Minor SWRs 21.99 (3.88) 12.43 (2.71) 16.29 (2.59) 17.42 (3.12) 

Units: All change scores represent % change from baseline (single task) driving and were calculated individually by 
subject and the resulting values averaged. Heart rate is in beats per minute, skin conductance level (SCL) is in 
microsiemens, velocity metrics are in kph unless otherwise indicated, and steering wheel reversals (SWRs) are 
normalized as number per minute. 
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POI Entry by Trial 
 
Table 10: Means (and standard errors) for each trial, in sequence, for the POI entry task. 

POI Entry Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 

Task Completion Time 81.10 (5.31) 104.17 (6.25) 91.08 (6.15) 75.86 (5.27) 
Mean Glance Duration (to Device) 0.79 (0.02) 0.84 (0.03) 0.88 (0.02) 0.90 (0.03) 
Mean Glance Duration (Off-Road) 0.77 (0.02) 0.80 (0.03) 0.84 (0.02) 0.86 (0.03) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (to Device) 1.10 (0.37) 2.25 (0.87) 2.27 (0.80) 2.37 (0.87) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (Off-Road) 1.04 (0.35) 1.86 (0.72) 1.92 (0.67) 2.04 (0.77) 
Total Glance Time (to Device) 22.54 (1.69) 20.31 (2.22) 20.79 (2.23) 24.72 (2.49) 
Total Glance Time (Off-Road) 26.99 (2.00) 22.93 (2.28) 23.73 (2.34) 27.70 (2.62) 
Number of Glances (to Device) 22.54 (1.69) 20.31 (2.22) 20.79 (2.23) 24.72 (2.49) 
Number of Glances (Off-Road) 26.99 (2.00) 22.93 (2.28) 23.73 (2.34) 27.70 (2.62) 
Heart Rate 74.23 (1.77) 74.23 (1.74) 73.99 (1.71) 74.10 (1.78) 
Change in Heart Rate 0.83 (0.74) 0.84 (0.61) 0.55 (0.61) 0.60 (0.64) 
Skin Conductance Level 15.89 (1.57) 15.83 (1.54) 15.99 (1.66) 15.87 (1.66) 
Change in SCL 14.93 (4.67) 14.52 (3.88) 15.29 (4.60) 13.01 (4.14) 
Mean Velocity (kph) 107.83 (1.27) 108.11 (1.27) 106.97 (1.29) 106.42 (1.23) 
Change in Mean Velocity -1.07 (0.92) -0.82 (0.92) -1.85 (0.98) -2.41 (0.78) 
Velocity Range 16.71 (0.92) 14.08 (0.82) 17.45 (1.21) 16.66 (1.15) 
Change in Velocity Range -6.73 (5.35) -18.98 (5.42) -2.52 (6.72) -8.62 (5.74) 
SD of Velocity 4.42 (0.26) 3.76 (0.24) 4.75 (0.37) 4.27 (0.29) 
Change in SD of Velocity -0.73 (6.23) -13.51 (6.18) 6.23 (7.85) -5.34 (5.96) 
Major Steering Wheel Reversals 5.11 (0.29) 4.72 (0.30) 4.87 (0.30) 5.63 (0.39) 
Change in Major SWRs 38.32 (8.03) 31.43 (10.48) 31.36 (9.18) 50.72 (11.38) 
Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 55.15 (1.82) 56.90 (1.53) 56.56 (1.73) 59.71 (2.01) 
Change in Minor SWRs 16.84 (2.94) 21.73 (3.02) 20.54 (3.07) 26.32 (3.31) 

Units: All change scores represent % change from baseline (single task) driving and were calculated individually by 
subject and the resulting values averaged. Heart rate is in beats per minute, skin conductance level (SCL) is in 
microsiemens, velocity metrics are in kph unless otherwise indicated, and steering wheel reversals (SWRs) are 
normalized as number per minute. 
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Contact Phone Calling by Trial 
 
Table 11: Means (and standard errors) for each trial, in sequence, for the contact phone calling task. 

Contact Phone Calling Trial 1 
“Easy 1” 

Trial 2 
“Easy 2” 

Trial 3 
“Hard 1” 

Trial 4 
“Hard 2” 

Task Completion Time 23.13 (1.20) 30.25 (1.71) 29.58 (2.36) 22.30 (0.75) 
Mean Glance Duration (to Device) 0.70 (0.04) 0.61 (0.03) 0.62 (0.02) 0.56 (0.02) 
Mean Glance Duration (Off-Road) 0.68 (0.02) 0.62 (0.02) 0.62 (0.02) 0.60 (0.02) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (to Device) 0.00 (0.00) 0.17 (0.17) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (Off-Road) 0.00 (0.00) 0.16 (0.16) 0.10 (0.10) 0.21 (0.21) 
Total Glance Time (to Device) 4.11 (0.45) 4.45 (0.64) 4.19 (0.47) 2.25 (0.32) 
Total Glance Time (Off-Road) 5.18 (0.48) 5.78 (0.71) 5.46 (0.61) 3.44 (0.40) 
Number of Glances (to Device) 6.04 (0.70) 6.81 (0.90) 6.77 (0.75) 3.81 (0.47) 
Number of Glances (Off-Road) 7.69 (0.72) 8.96 (1.01) 8.67 (0.90) 5.48 (0.55) 
Heart Rate 74.63 (1.74) 73.63 (1.77) 74.46 (1.77) 74.72 (1.75) 
Change in Heart Rate 1.47 (0.86) -0.02 (0.59) 1.16 (0.72) 1.51 (0.58) 
Skin Conductance Level 15.16 (1.41) 15.30 (1.45) 15.64 (1.53) 15.41 (1.47) 
Change in SCL 10.95 (3.89) 11.97 (5.00) 12.92 (4.58) 10.72 (2.90) 
Mean Velocity (kph) 106.39 (1.09) 110.25 (1.12) 108.29 (1.27) 108.61 (1.14) 
Change in Mean Velocity -2.32 (0.88) 1.24 (0.96) -0.65 (0.88) -0.34 (0.78) 
Velocity Range 7.50 (0.67) 8.17 (0.64) 8.76 (0.69) 6.73 (0.47) 
Change in Velocity Range -57.77 (4.19) -53.96 (3.61) -51.61 (3.53) -61.15 (3.40) 
SD of Velocity 2.20 (0.22) 2.46 (0.21) 2.65 (0.21) 2.06 (0.17) 
Change in SD of Velocity -49.66 (5.85) -45.28 (4.65) -41.72 (4.21) -52.81 (5.22) 
Major Steering Wheel Reversals 3.30 (0.47) 4.00 (0.43) 4.03 (0.43) 2.94 (0.43) 
Change in Major SWRs -5.87 (14.52) 6.62 (11.39) 1.57 (9.31) -25.52 (10.49) 
Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 55.69 (3.20) 51.83 (2.38) 50.61 (2.28) 51.20 (2.14) 
Change in Minor SWRs 19.21 (6.81) 8.40 (4.03) 6.30 (3.60) 8.64 (3.93) 

Units: All change scores represent % change from baseline (single task) driving and were calculated individually by 
subject and the resulting values averaged. Heart rate is in beats per minute, skin conductance level (SCL) is in 
microsiemens, velocity metrics are in kph unless otherwise indicated, and steering wheel reversals (SWRs) are 
normalized as number per minute. 
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Appendix C: Address Entry & POI Data for Comparison with 
other Samples 

Collapsed Values for Trials 1 & 2 (for Comparison to MKS Data) 
The studies in Phase I (carried out in the MKS) presented participants with two address to enter 
into the navigation system, while Study 1 in Phase II presented four addresses. The table below 
collapses the data for the first two address entry trials (Nav Entry) in the present study to allow 
direct comparison of findings across studies. The “first” two addresses are the same across 
studies.  

The first two POI entries for the current study are also provided for comparative purposes. 

Table 12: Means (and standard errors) collapsed across trials 1 & 2. 

 Nav Entry Cancel POI Entry Cancel 

Self-Reported Workload 3.89 (0.40) 1.18 (0.27) 4.08 (0.41) 0.89 (0.22) 
Task Completion Time 92.64 (4.42) 26.92 (1.93) 94.62 (4.70) 24.69 (1.15) 
Mean Glance Duration (to Device) 0.80 (0.03) 0.60 (0.03) 0.81 (0.02) 0.59 (0.03) 
Mean Glance Duration (Off-Road) 0.77 (0.02) 0.62 (0.02) 0.78 (0.02) 0.61 (0.02) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (to Device) 2.07 (0.69) 0.15 (0.11) 1.67 (0.55) 0.40 (0.35) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (Off-Road) 1.79 (0.61) 0.14 (0.11) 1.45 (0.48) 0.42 (0.28) 
Total Glance Time (to Device) 19.50 (1.43) 4.04 (0.76) 21.42 (1.63) 3.42 (0.50) 
Total Glance Time (Off-Road) 22.73 (1.50) 5.48 (0.78) 24.96 (1.76) 4.78 (0.57) 
Heart Rate 74.23 (1.78) 73.23 (1.77) 74.23 (1.75) 72.96 (1.69) 
Change in Heart Rate 0.83 (0.70) -0.56 (0.64) 0.84 (0.63) -0.87 (0.51) 
Skin Conductance Level 15.31 (1.42) 14.72 (1.30) 15.86 (1.55) 15.48 (1.49) 
Change in SCL 11.35 (2.63) 7.47 (1.88) 14.73 (4.19) 12.77 (3.79) 
Mean Velocity (kph) 107.61 (1.15) 105.90 (1.73) 107.97 (1.17) 107.51 (1.28) 
Change in Mean Velocity -1.26 (0.78) -2.76 (1.55) -0.95 (0.81) -1.40 (0.87) 
Velocity Range 15.92 (0.84) 8.76 (0.90) 15.40 (0.64) 7.30 (0.45) 
Change in Velocity Range -9.59 (5.49) -50.01 (5.85) -12.85 (4.22) -59.52 (2.24) 
SD of Velocity 4.25 (0.26) 2.59 (0.31) 4.09 (0.18) 2.20 (0.15) 
Change in SD of Velocity -5.32 (5.81) -40.69 (8.29) -7.12 (4.60) -50.97 (2.93) 
Major Steering Wheel Reversals 4.66 (0.26) 4.42 (0.42) 4.92 (0.24) 4.14 (0.37) 
Change in Major SWRs 21.49 (5.43) 16.78 (10.71) 34.87 (7.97) 13.27 (10.50) 
Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 55.58 (1.96) 51.68 (1.91) 56.02 (1.58) 53.80 (1.62) 
Change in Minor SWRs 17.21 (2.63) 8.75 (2.47) 19.29 (2.63) 15.60 (3.75) 

Units: All change scores represent % change from baseline (single task) driving and were calculated individually by 
subject and the resulting values averaged. Heart rate is in beats per minute, skin conductance level (SCL) is in 
microsiemens, velocity metrics are in kph unless otherwise indicated, and steering wheel reversals (SWRs) are 
normalized as number per minute. 
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Collapsed Values for Trials 1 - 3 (for Comparison to IIHS, CLA, Corolla) 
As discussed in more detail elsewhere (Mehler, McAnulty, & Reimer, 2015), while entry of four 
destination addresses into the navigation system (Nav Entry) were explored in the present study, 
studies 2 and 3 scaled back the number of addresses to the first three. The table below collapses 
the data for the first three address entry trials in the present study to allow direct comparison of 
findings across studies 1 through 3 in the Phase II work. The “first” three addresses are the same 
across studies. These same three addresses were also presented in the same order in a study 
recently completed by the MIT AgeLab in collaboration with IIHS, allowing the possibility of 
comparison across a total of five different vehicles. 

Table 13: Means (and standard errors) collapsed across trials 1 - 3. 

 Nav Entry Cancel POI Entry Cancel 

Self-Reported Workload 3.89 (0.40) 1.18 (0.27) 4.08 (0.41) 0.89 (0.22) 
Task Completion Time 92.12 (3.79) 25.93 (1.45) 91.98 (4.00) 24.38 (0.97) 
Mean Glance Duration (to Device) 0.80 (0.02) 0.60 (0.02) 0.83 (0.02) 0.57 (0.03) 
Mean Glance Duration (Off-Road) 0.77 (0.02) 0.62 (0.02) 0.80 (0.02) 0.61 (0.02) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (to Device) 2.16 (0.69) 0.45 (0.35) 1.87 (0.59) 0.32 (0.24) 
Glances Longer than 2.0s (Off-Road) 1.87 (0.62) 0.23 (0.15) 1.61 (0.51) 0.32 (0.19) 
Total Glance Time (to Device) 19.25 (1.24) 3.34 (0.55) 21.21 (1.55) 3.07 (0.44) 
Total Glance Time (Off-Road) 22.82 (1.28) 4.79 (0.58) 24.55 (1.63) 4.43 (0.50) 
Heart Rate 74.02 (1.75) 73.22 (1.71) 74.15 (1.73) 72.86 (1.67) 
Change in Heart Rate 0.57 (0.69) -0.52 (0.54) 0.74 (0.59) -1.00 (0.49) 
Skin Conductance Level 15.28 (1.40) 14.87 (1.33) 15.90 (1.57) 15.60 (1.55) 
Change in SCL 11.17 (2.22) 8.34 (2.00) 14.91 (4.22) 12.83 (3.82) 
Mean Velocity (kph) 107.16 (1.02) 105.44 (1.32) 107.64 (1.12) 107.69 (1.16) 
Change in Mean Velocity -1.65 (0.69) -3.16 (1.18) -1.25 (0.75) -1.23 (0.72) 
Velocity Range 15.76 (0.58) 8.93 (0.70) 16.08 (0.63) 7.70 (0.46) 
Change in Velocity Range -10.66 (4.06) -49.25 (4.46) -9.41 (4.01) -57.46 (2.21) 
SD of Velocity 4.19 (0.17) 2.69 (0.24) 4.31 (0.17) 2.34 (0.16) 
Change in SD of Velocity -5.89 (4.20) -38.63 (6.17) -2.67 (4.24) -48.29 (2.79) 
Major Steering Wheel Reversals 4.49 (0.20) 4.10 (0.33) 4.90 (0.22) 4.02 (0.32) 
Change in Major SWRs 19.65 (4.78) 8.76 (7.84) 33.70 (7.25) 7.60 (8.64) 
Minor Steering Wheel Reversals 55.38 (1.81) 52.06 (1.98) 56.20 (1.50) 52.94 (1.51) 
Change in Minor SWRs 16.90 (2.22) 9.66 (2.77) 19.70 (2.43) 13.26 (3.03) 

Units: All change scores represent % change from baseline (single task) driving and were calculated individually by 
subject and the resulting values averaged. Heart rate is in beats per minute, skin conductance level (SCL) is in 
microsiemens, velocity metrics are in kph unless otherwise indicated, and steering wheel reversals (SWRs) are 
normalized as number per minute. 
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Appendix D: Selected Graphs in Alternate Formats 

Heart Rate in BPM 

 
Figure 26: Mean heart rate for sample in beats per minute (BPM) for each task under study. Labeling as 
in Figure 8. 

Skin Conductance in Absolute Units 

 
Figure 27: Mean skin conductance level for sample in microsiemens (micromhos) for each task under 
study. Labeling as in Figure 8. 
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Total Glance Time to Device 

 
Figure 28: Cumulative glance time to device for each task period under study. Labeling as in Figure 12. 

While NHTSA’s guidelines (2013) assess glance behavior in terms of the total time a driver’s 
eyes are directed away from the forward roadway (TEORT metric), the earlier Alliance (2006) 
guidelines consider the total time during a task that a driver’s eyes are directed to a device, 
including glances associated with any aspect of the operation of that device, and specify a 20 
second criterion. Please note that the data presented here cannot be directly compared to the 
values presented for interactions in the MKS as the regions included in the “to device” 
assessment differ. In the original MKS studies, primary visual engagement with the DVI during 
voice-command based tasks involved looking at the display screen in the center stack. Initiating 
a voice-based task did require pressing a push-to-talk button located on the steering wheel. 
Glances to this location should technically be included in the glance to device total. However, a 
task support card displaying the two destination addresses to be used during the navigation 
system entry task was attached to the center of the steering wheel in the MKS study and in the 
later assessments in the Equinox and XC60. Consequently, including the steering wheel / 
instrument cluster region in the “to device” calculation would capture these glances along with 
glances to the speedometer in addition to glances that might be made to the push-to-talk button. 
To avoid biasing against the device because of the presence of address card, only glances to the 
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center stack region were include in the glance to device calculation. For work starting in the 
Impala, it was decided to not to use an address support card. This decision was made in part 
because the Impala interface included a supplementary display screen located in the center of the 
instrument cluster. Capturing glances to this display screen as part of the “to device” calculation 
seemed important. Consequently, in the Impala, the “to device” calculation includes glances to 
both the center stack and the steering wheel / instrument cluster region. Phase II Studies 2 (CLA) 
and 3 (Corolla) consider only glances toward the center stack, as in the MKS, in the glance to 
device metric as these vehicles did not have an instrument cluster display or if present, as in the 
CLA, it was not in use in the tasks studied. This should be kept in mind in comparing glance to 
device data across studies. 

Number of Glances to Device 

 
Figure 29: Number of glances to device for each task period under study. Labeling as in Figure 12. 

Not surprisingly, the distribution of the total number of glances in the direction of the DVI and 
associated controls closely follows the total glance time to device. 
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Mean Velocity in MPH 

 
Figure 30: Mean velocity in miles per hour for sample for each task under study. Labeling as in Figure 8. 
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Appendix E: Experimental Task Details 

 “Voice” Destination Address Entry (Nav Entry) 
The voice-command interface was used to enter full street addresses. The first two addresses 
were the same as those used in the Phase I studies to allow direct comparison across vehicle 
systems. Two additional addresses were added in Experiment 1 of our Phase II work: the 
participant’s own home address (or other address that they know well) plus an additional fixed 
address. The fourth address was added to further assess the extent to which improvement in 
performance / reduction in demand is observable as the participant gains additional experience 
using the interface while underway. 

Note: In the Phase I studies, addresses were presented to participants auditorially and also 
displayed on a cue card located on the center of the steering wheel. In Phase II, it was decided to 
eliminate the cue card as looking at the card during the task would artificially inflate the off-road 
glance time metrics to some degree. It was the impression of the lead RA that few participants 
had difficulty recalling the addresses and it was decided to eliminate the use of the cue card. 

The four addresses to be entered were: 

• 177 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 
• 293 Beacon Street, Boston 
• Participant’s home address 
• 795 Main Street, Cambridge 

The steps involved in using the interface are presented below. The notation [xx] indicates a hard 
button such as the push-to-talk button on the steering wheel, soft button on a touch screen, etc. 
Quotation marks (“”) are used to indicate what the participant should speak. The bold text 
indicates the auditory prompts delivered by the system. 

MyLink implantation in 2014 Chevrolet Impala: 

[touch push-to-talk button] 
“Address” → Say the address in Massachusetts or say change state or change country → 
“177 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge” → 177 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, 
correct? → “Yes” → Complete your selection from the radio display. →  
{Optional support prompts visible on instrument cluster display during initial steps of task, 
but driver not required to look to at the display. Visual engagement is required when task 
shifts to again listing address options on the center console display screen. Confirmed 
address is shown as first option on list.} 

[touch address on the touch screen] 
[touch “GO” button on touch screen]  
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“Voice” Point-of-Interest (POI) Selection (POI Entry) 
The voice-command interface was used to request POIs for specific locations (i.e. locations in a 
specific city as opposed to “nearest” which is the default mode). In developing this task in 
Experiment 1, this structuring made the task longer than the “nearest mode” approach, but 
ensured that the system gave the same set of options no matter where (in terms of physical 
location) the request was made during the drive. As with several other tasks, an “easy” and a 
“hard” level were developed. In the Impala, the two “easy” POIs were selected such that the final 
target address selection was shown on the top level display screen. This meant that the 
participant could select the target POI without any need to search the list by paging or scrolling. 
The “hard” level required paging / scrolling down 1 page level.  

The four POIs to be entered are: 

• ABC Pizza, Cambridge (easy) 

• Congregational Library, Boston (easy) 

• Harvard Art Museum, Cambridge (hard) 

• China House Restaurant, Boston (hard) 

The steps involved in using the interface are presented below. The notation [xxxx] indicates a 
hard button such as the push-to-talk button on the steering wheel, soft button on a touch screen, 
etc. Quotation marks (“”) are used to indicate what the participant should speak. The bold text 
indicates the auditory prompts delivered by the system. 

MyLink implantation in 2014 Chevrolet Impala:  

[touch push-to-talk button] 
Command Please → “POI” → Name the POI nearby or say change location → “Change 
location” → Name the POI, and the city and state → “pizza, Cambridge, Massachusetts” 
→ Pizza Cambridge, Massachusetts, correct? → “Yes” → Complete your selection from 
the radio display →  
{Search display list as needed to locate desired POI} 
 For easy task the POI is on the top level. 
 For hard task the POI is located one page down, requiring: 
 [page down] or (scroll knob) 

[touch address on the touch screen] 
[touch “GO” button on touch screen] 
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Canceling Navigation Tasks 
As detailed in the reports covering Study 2 in the Phase I work, canceling a route entered into the 
navigation system can be a challenging task. This can particularly be the case depending on the 
specific command syntax required to complete the task in a given voice-command 
implementation. The same command structure for canceling is used for both destination entry 
and POI, meaning that 8 instances of engaging with this task were potentially available for each 
participant. 

MyLink implantation in 2014 Chevrolet Impala: 

[touch push-to-talk button] 
Command Please → “Cancel Route”→ Are you sure you want to cancel your route → 
“Yes” → Route cancelled, to resume, select resume guidance from map menu options.  
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“Voice” Contact Phone Calling 
The voice-command interface was used to call 4 contacts. The first two were single name entry 
cases and the second two involved calling a specific phone for contacts having multiple phone 
numbers. These same tasks were used in a recently completed MIT/IIHS study comparing visual-
manual and voice-involved interfaces in two vehicles (A 2013 Chevrolet Equinox and 2013 
Volvo XC60) (Mehler, Kidd, et al., 2015). Doing the tasks in the same manner in the 2014 
Chevrolet Impala provides a useful comparison point and can be seen as an important 
contribution to the development of a broader dataset. The first two tasks were categorized as 
“easy” and the second two as “hard” in the context of a multi-layered menu design used in many 
visual-manual and some voice-based interfaces. (Please see Mehler, Reimer, and McAnulty 
(2014) for a discussion of the background on the meaning of “easy” and “hard” (p. 11).) In the 
“one-shot” voice interface design used in the Impala, they are virtually equivalent in demand in 
terms of the steps involved in engaging the task as detailed below. We see value in presenting all 
four tasks, both in terms of supporting comparison with the IIHS dataset and in providing a 
better estimate of the extent to which measured demand continues to go down or stabilizes as a 
participant is given more opportunity to engage in the basic contact calling task on-road. 

The four contacts are: 

• Mary Sanders 

• Carol Harris 

• Pat Griffin on mobile 

• Frank Scott at work 

The steps involved in using the interface in the current vehicle are presented below. The notation 
[xx] indicates a hard button such as the push-to-talk button on the steering wheel, soft button on 
a touch screen, etc. Quotation marks (“”) are used to indicate what the participant should speak. 
The bold text indicates the auditory prompts delivered by the system. The (xx) symbols indicate 
a confirmation step that was not always presented by a system. It is presumed that this 
implementation employed a set of logic rules concerning whether confirmation was warranted. 
(See comments above on “easy” and “hard”.) 

MyLink implantation in 2014 Chevrolet Impala: 

[touch push-to-speak button] 
Easy: 

Command Please. → “Call Mary Sanders.” → (Call Mary Sanders, correct? → 
“Yes.”) → //system begins calling// 

Hard: 
Command Please. → “Call Pat Griffin on mobile.” → (Call Pat Griffin on mobile, 

correct? → “Yes.”) → //system begins calling// 
 
Task is cancelled by pressing [hang-up phone button] on steering wheel.  
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Visual-Manual Radio Reference Tasks 
The same visual-manual radio “easy” and “hard” tuning tasks employed in Phase I Study 2 were 
employed. The “easy” task required manual engagement with a single touch screen preset button 
selection (or hard button if available). The Impala did not have hard button preset buttons like 
the MKS and preset were engaged using touch screen “soft buttons”. The “hard” task in the 
Impala required 2 touch screen button engagements and manual rotation of the fine tuning knob 
to obtain a specified frequency. The goal was to have the driver interact with the radio in a 
manner as close as possible to the NHTSA (2013) specified manual radio reference task in terms 
of the number and type of manual engagements required. Conceptually this was used to establish 
a reasonably “standard” visual-manual load reference point for comparing against the other 
tasks. (In the same manner, having both the “easy” and “hard” reference points was intended to 
support continuing work of the Wayne State group’s demand modeling work with CSRC.) 

The four task goal states presented in order were: 
Preset 1 
Preset 5 
1470 AM 
100.7 FM 

Steps: 

Easy: Radio interface is active, radio is ON 
[Preset 1] on Touch Screen/ 

 
Hard: Neutral Menu Screen, radio is ON 

[Radio] hard button to activate radio interface 
[Radio] hard button to switch from AM to FM 

(Tuning knob from 107.9 to 100.7) 
 

N-back Auditory-Cognitive-Vocal Calibration Reference Task 
This is the standard MIT audio presentation / verbal response task presented at 0-back, 1-back, 
and 2-back levels (Mehler, Reimer, & Dusek, 2011). The three levels were presented as 30 
second task blocks as was done in the Phase I Study 2. The order of presentation of the three 
difficulty levels is randomly distributed across the sample. 
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Appendix F: Full Inclusion / Exclusion Criteria 

Potential participants were initially screened by e-mail or phone interview on the points below, 
and were assessed again by direct in-person questioning by a research associate when they arrived 
at the research site. 
 
For inclusion in the study, participants needed to: 

• Be between the ages of 20 and 69 years of age 
• Report having held a valid driver’s license for more than three years and show a current 

driver’s license upon arrival 
• Report driving on average three or more times per week 
• Clearly understand and speak English as confirmed by a research staff member. 
• Indicate willingness to drive one of the MIT AgeLab’s research vehicles “such as a Volvo 

XC60, Chevy Equinox, or Chevy Impala, from MIT onto an interstate highway and back”. 
(Prior to answering this question, potential participants reviewed and signed an informed 
consent form that provided extensive detail on the nature, content, and duration of the 
study.) 

 
On the basis of self-report, individuals were excluded from the study for: 

• Answering negatively the statement “Are you in reasonably good health for your age?” 
• Answering affirmatively the statement “Have you been the driver in a police reported 

accident in the past year?” 
• A major medical illness resulting in hospitalization within the past 6 months 
• A diagnosis of Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, mild cognitive impairment 

(MCI), or any other neurological problems 
• Currently being treated for a psychological or psychiatric disorder 
• Ever had any of the following: 

o Heart failure 
o Angioplasty or coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) 
o A pacemaker 
o A stroke or transient ischemic attack 
o A diagnosis of diabetes (This factor was from earlier studies and was not otherwise 

considered necessary for the current work.) 
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• Using any of the following medications in the past 12 months: 
o Anti-convulsant medication 
o Immunosuppressive drugs or cytotoxic drugs. (The intent was to screen for serious 

medical conditions – if an immunosuppressive medication was for treatment of 
mild to moderate arthritis that does not markedly impact the individual’s ability to 
drive, they could be included.) 

o Anti-psychotic medication 
o Medications to treat a major medical condition such as cancer 

• Potential participants were asked if, in the past two days, they had used any medications 
that made them drowsy. If they regularly used medications that cause drowsiness, they 
were to be excluded. If medication was used on a limited basis such as a cold medicine, 
individual could be rescheduled for a time slot when they had been off medication for 48 
hours or more. Individuals regularly using sleep medications such Ambient were only to 
be scheduled for afternoon appointments. 

 
Additional Notes: 

• Eye glasses and contacts were acceptable.  
• Participants were asked not to wear sunglasses that blocked the view of the pupils for eye 

gaze assessment purposes. Individuals who were not willing or able to drive under these 
conditions were withdrawn from the study. 

• Participants were asked to turn-off their cell phones prior to starting the vehicle training 
and driving portion of the study so that they would not be interrupted during the study. 
Individuals who were not willing or able to drive under these conditions were withdrawn 
from the study. 

• The research associate who was to ride in the vehicle with the participant had full 
authority to withdraw a participant if they had concerns about the participant’s wiliness 
or ability to operate the vehicle in a safe manner, particularly while engaging in the 
secondary tasks. As detailed in the analysis sample section of the results, a limited 
number of participants were withdrawn during the parking lot portion and during the on-
road portion due to such concerns. 
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Appendix G: Vehicle Selection for Phase II Studies 

This summary is reproduced from the Phase II, Year 1 Annual Report (Reimer, Mehler, & 
Coughlin, 2014). MIT worked with CSRC and TTC to develop a list of optimal criteria for 
vehicle selection. The final list of considerations was: 

• Current (MY13-15) production system (embedded, not cloud based) 
• Representative of “best” corporate implementation 
• Providing different approaches to voice control implementation, e.g. stepwise, one shot 
• Provide different approaches in manual interaction, e.g. controller / buttons vs. touch 

screen, to assess possible cultural difference due to region of origin (US, Europe, Japan) 
• Prefer high volume vehicle (for brand) 
• Include Toyota/Lexus vehicle to avoid perception of bias 
• At least one example of Siri Eyes Free (or similar system) 
• Allow for voice entry of alpha numeric addresses, voice based contact calling and another 

function such as song selection, radio tuning, etc. 
• Call upon different speech engines (if practical) 
• At least one vehicle needs to have level 1 automation or higher, e.g. ACC or other 

longitudinal or lateral control system. 

Based upon this criterial a set of candidate vehicles was initially identified by CSRC and TTC 
(VPDx3). These included: 

American  
• 2014 Chevy Impala – VPDx3 judges very good, better than Cadillac 
• 2014 Chevy Sonic – Promotes Siri Eyes Free, mass market 

Europe 
• 2014 Audi A6/A7 – latest implementation of MMI/Voice 
• 2014/5 Mercedes CLA – mass market 
• 2015 Mercedes C class – All new, assume latest Command implementation 
• 2014/5 BMW – iDrive + Voice 

Asian 
• 2013 Lexus RX 230 (MIT owned) 
• 2015 Corolla/Highlander – latest implementation in high volume line 

Based upon further review of these vehicles by CSRC, TTC and MIT, a 2014 Chevrolet Impala 
and 2014 Mercedes CLA were selected for Experiments 1 & 2. In consultation with CSRC, a 
decision was made to proceed with a Toyota Corolla with Entune Premium Audio with 
navigation.  
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